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The
shakeout
nd so we push onwards,
into the new world. There's
nothing like a global pandemic
to shake things up.
In this, the third quarter of
this singular year, we've tried to provide a
snapshot of where the channel finds itself.
The piece on how Tarsus Distribution coped
with the change seems to be fairly typical:
there was a mad rush to equip staff, and
once the dust settled, it realised that it could
indeed run a multimillion-rand distribution
business from home. Of course, some staff
members are still going to need to go into the
office, and there doesn't seem to be any way
around that. It's also unfortunate that some
people have been retrenched; in the case
of Tarsus, about 10% of the workforce, as it
accelerates its digital transformation journey.
There is going to be a lot more of this, and
it was probably going to happen sooner or
later. You won’t, however, hear a lot of firms
talking about this. In the past, a company will
have tried to avoid switching on some kind
of automation to preserve jobs, and would
have said something along the lines of using
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AI and automation to 'free up' employees
so that they can provide more value, or be
switched to a more ‘creative’ role. Now, they
don’t have that luxury, and I’m betting that
increasing numbers of employees are going
to be shown the door in this year and the
next. The time of the great shakeout is here.
Many firms will know by now they’re not
going to be making a profit this year, and
it’s imperative that the channel is providing
the right type of products and services.
Many companies are now concentrating on
the basics and are taking a conservative
approach to budgets and spend. Still, there
is some hope, and the pandemic provides
the perfect opportunity to accelerate digital
transformation plans and embrace new ways
of working. It’s also a good time to get rid of
legacy technologies. You may have sunk a
lot of money into, say, a video conferencing
suite, but why not replace it with something
a bit more portable, like something everyone
can carry around on their laptops? The
company’s mainframe is another example.
Once this old technology is jettisoned, firms
will find themselves in a better position
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Inside
the channel
BY KIRSTEN

DOYLE

In technology we
trust
As we get back to our lives and work, we’ve never been more reliant on
technology.
he lockdown in South Africa
has been the longest and
one of the most stringent in
the world. We are all anxious
about the future, the economy,
and when we can see and hug our loved
ones. Some of us are wondering when we
can buy legal cigarettes without feeling
like a criminal, and some, even when they
will get back to work. There’s no real end
in sight, with a lack of communication,
miscommunication, and little transparency
behind many government decisions that
seem both capricious and arbitrary.
However, it has given us a chance to touch
base with people we have lost contact with
or barely spoken to in years. I have felt a
strong desire to reconnect with people from
my past as we bond over the uncertainties
and stresses we all have in common. In many
ways, it has presented an opportunity to
reignite our dormant ties that have been lost
through the distance of time or proximity.
And even when this unmitigated disaster
is over, and normalcy (whatever that might
look like) returns to our lives, we will still
be facing an economy that will probably be
circling the drain, and there might just be
opportunities within those connections we
have reawakened, to perhaps open doors to
other long-lost connections or networks that
have stagnated over time.
This isn’t only true for individuals, as
professionals have lacked the face-to-face
networking that events provide, which are
probably the most effective way of building
and strengthening social and business

T

networks. They allow people to bond with
others with whom they already have much
in common, and share interests and new
information with them.

Withering on the vine

There’s no putting lipstick on this pig.
Without the ability to connect with friends,
colleagues and future prospects, all our
networks are at risk of withering away. The
personal interactions that are so critical
to our very humanity have been snatched
away by an invisible threat, and I can’t help
but feel that technology has stepped in and
saved the day.

I believe that technology has never been
more significant. It’s enabling the interactions
that are so crucial to our business and to
our sanity in ways it has never had to do
before. There are a slew of cloud platforms
and devices that are now connecting
friends, families and colleagues from a few
blocks away, to over vast oceans, deserts
and mountains. And while we once used
technologies as a means to supplement the
way we connect, we are now fully dependent
on them. Their role in our lives has never been
more critical.
We have to keep balance in our lives, we
have to keep moving and connecting. It’s what
makes us human. Technologies
have given us a way of getting
the moral and emotional support
we need. They have enabled us
to share ideas, and consider new
perspectives in these dreadfully
uncertain times. They have
allowed us to carry on working.
They have enabled us to invest
in our relationships, both new
and once dormant, and to build
meaningful connections with
people we might not have, had this pandemic
never happened.
It has helped many of us to build meaningful
reconnections, not only with each other, but
perhaps with ourselves, too.

“Although Covid-19 forced
us into isolation, technology
and innovation are filling
the chasm.”
Technology has made socialisation
possible. It has allowed us to chat to our
friends via Zoom, Facebook Messenger,
WhatsApp or Houseparty, to share a virtual
glass of wine and a laugh. It has allowed
businesspeople to hold meetings and conduct
webinars to keep themselves ticking over and
their doors open. Although Covid-19 forced
us into isolation, technology and innovation
are filling the chasm.

KIRSTEN DOYLE is a consulting editor at ITWeb
with a special interest in cyber security. Follow her
on Twitter on @KirstenDoyle.
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Industry watch

Booth’s
bulletpoint
bulletin
Compiled by Paul Booth and Adrian Hinchcliffe

ICT consultant Paul Booth keeps you abreast of local and international deals and developments.

International deals

• Accenture has been at it again. It has either entered into
agreements to acquire or concluded the acquisitions of Sentelis, a
French independent data consulting and engineering company; Italybased boutique systems integrator PLM Systems; Byte Prophecy,
an automated insights and big data analytics company; Callisto
Integration, a Canada-based provider of consulting and technology
services; Kates Kesler, a design consultancy; Nike Group, an Italian
consulting firm that provides regulatory technology to financial
services firms; Revolutionary Security, a privately held enterprise
cyber security company; Yesler, a business-to-business marketing
services agency; and Gekko, a French AWS services company.
• Amazon has acquired self-driving startup Zoox for $1.2 billion.
• Apple has acquired Fleetsmith, a startup that helps businesses
manage Mac and iPad devices among employees; NextVR, a
startup that provides sports and other content for VR headsets;
Inductiv, a machine-learning startup; DarkSky, a hyperlocal
weather information app; and Ireland-based Voysis, an AI startup
focused on digital voice assistants to better understand people’s
natural language.
• Atlassian, parent of Trello, entered a deal to acquire Slackapplication creator Halp.
• Cisco Systems has agreed to acquire privately-held cloud software
maker ThousandEyes for about $1 billion, and announced plans
to acquire Fluidmesh Networks, a wireless technology company
focused on public transit, mining and port operations.
• Descartes Systems Group has acquired Kontainers, a provider of
digital freight platforms.
• F5 Networks acquired Shape Security, a fraud and abuse
prevention company.
• Facebook acquired Giphy, whose animated image library will be
integrated into Instagram; Mapillary, a Swedish mapping technology
company; and Ready at Dawn Studios, the VR studio behind the
game Lone Echo. Facebook is also investing $7.5 billion in India’s
Reliance Jio.
• GoDaddy is acquiring Neustar's registry business.
• HCL Technologies acquired Cisco’s self-optimising network
technology.
• IBM has signed a definitive agreement to acquire Spanugo, a USbased provider of cloud security posture management solutions.
• Intel acquired Moorit, an Israeli public transit app maker; and Rivet
Networks, which will help boost Intel’s WiFi offerings.
• KKR is set to invest $1.5 billion in Jio Platforms, as well as Silver
Lake ($750 million) and Vista Equity Partners ($1.5 billion).
Microsoft is reportedly considering a similar investment.
6
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• Merck has acquired the OLED patent portfolio for display
applications from Konica Minolta, which comprises over 700 patent
families.
• Microsoft has acquired ADRM Software, a provider of large-scale
industry data models used by large companies as information
blueprints, and Softomotive, a provider of robotic software to
automate tasks. It will also be acquiring CyberX, an IoT security
startup, and networking software firm Metaswitch.

Motorola Solutions has acquired
IndigoVision, a UK-based provider of
end-to-end video security solutions.
• NetApp has acquired CloudJumper, a cloud software company
in the virtual desktop infrastructure and remote desktop services
markets. It has also revealed plans to acquire Spot, a startup that
helps companies find and manage cheap infrastructure, or spot
instances.
• NTT has invested $600 million in NEC for a 4.8% stake.
• Nvidia plans to acquire datacentre networking specialist Cumulus
Networks.
• Palo Alto Networks has entered into a definitive agreement to
acquire CloudGenix, a cloud-delivered SD-WAN provider, for $420
million.
• Park Place Technologies has acquired Custom Hardware
Engineering & Consulting to boost its datacentre maintenance
business.
• ServiceNow has acquired Sweagle, a Belgium-based configuration
management startup.
• Sony has made a $400 million (5%) investment in Chinese online
entertainment platform Bilibili.
• Square’s Cash App unit has acquired Verse, a Spanish startup that
offers the ability to send cash between users.
• Tencent has purchased Malaysian video streaming platform Iflix’s
content, technology and resources. It has also invested a 5% stake
in Afterpay, the Australian buy-now-pay-later firm; and a 20% stake
in Japan’s Marvelous, a games maker. Tencent Music made a 5.2%
investment in Warner Music Group.
• Toshiba plans to sell down its 40.2% stake in flash memory chips
firm Kioxia Holdings.
• ValueAct Capital Partners has invested $1.1 billion in Nintendo.
• VMware has agreed to purchase anti-malware research pioneer

Lastline and security platform provider Octarine.
• WatchGuard has acquired Panda Security.
• Xiaomi entered into an agreement to invest about $102.84 million in
Zimi, a Chinese IoT manufacturer.
• Zoom Video Communications acquired Keybase, a secure
messaging and file-sharing service.
• Zynga is buying Peak Games, the company behind popular Candy
Crush-style mobile gaming apps Toon Blast and Toy Blast, for $1.8
billion.

International developments

• Commvault has filed lawsuits in a federal court alleging Cohesity
and Rubrik collectively infringe seven Commvault patents relating to
data management technologies, including cloud, data deduplication,
snapshots, search, security and virtualisation.
• Facebook’s WhatsApp and PayPal have invested in payment, food
delivery and ride-hailing app operator Gojek as part of the Indonesian
firm's ongoing fundraising round.
• InterDigital has entered a worldwide patent licensing agreement with
Huawei Technologies, and the companies have settled all litigation
against each other.
• Microsoft is also planning to close all its physical stores worldwide.
• Softbank has pulled out of its $3 billion share buyout of WeWork,
with the latter suing the former for this move.
• Wipro has partnered with and invested in CloudKnox Security to
secure multi-cloud and hybrid cloud infrastructure.

Big tech

• Apple is facing another anti-trust complaint in Europe after Rakuten
joined Spotify in asking Brussels to investigate its App Store.
• The European Union is planning on filing formal anti-trust charges
against Amazon.com over its treatment of third-party sellers. The
EU is focusing the next stage of its competition probe into Facebook
on whether the social media network is distorting the classified
advertising market by promoting its free Marketplace service to its
two billion users.
• Australia will force Facebook and Google to share advertising
revenue with local media firms, becoming one of the first countries
to require digital platforms to pay for content they use. In what looks
to be a growing trend, France's competition authority has also told
Google it must pay French publishing companies and news agencies
for re-using their content. The search company will also pay some
media groups in Brazil and Germany for high-quality content and
expects to do more deals with others.

Google has been sued in a proposed
class action that accuses it of illegally
invading the privacy of millions of users
by pervasively tracking their internet use
through browsers set in ‘private’ mode.
• Facebook must comply with an order by Germany's anti-trust
watchdog to curb data collection from users.
• France's top administrative court upheld a €50 million fine imposed
last year on Google for breaching European Union online privacy rules.
• India's anti-trust body is looking into allegations that Google is abusing
its market position to unfairly promote its mobile payments app in the
country.
• A US federal appeals court has revived nationwide litigation accusing
Facebook of violating users' privacy rights by tracking their internet
activity, even after they logged out of the social media site.

Local deals

• 4Sight Holdings has agreed to sell its subsidiary Digitata, which it
bought in 2017, to its original owners for R91.9 million.
• Altron plans to list its Bytes UK unit on the London Stock Exchange.
• The Argility Technology Group has made a strategic investment in
Neo Retail Solutions, a company that specialises in the development,
design and build, plus marketing, of automated retail technology
solutions.

Amazon Web Services has switched on
its Cape Town datacentre, its first on the
continent.
• CA&S Group has acquired an equity shareholding in MACmobile, a
provider of end-to-end cloud-based FMCG value chain solutions.
• Helios Towers signed an agreement between one of its South
African subsidiaries – HTSA Towers and Eagle Towers – to acquire
65 wireless telecommunications sites in SA.
• EOH has disposed of its stakes in Construction Computer Software
and LSD Information Technology.
• Evernex, a leading international provider of TPM services for
datacentre infrastructure, has acquired Storex, a South Africabased supplier of third-party maintenance for enterprise-sized
organisations.
• Sebata disposed of Nerdworks Turrito to Growth Capital Partners
for about R33 million.
• Standard Bank will take a 40% stake in Payment24 Group, the digital
fuel management solutions and telematics company.
• TeleMasters has taken a 25% stake in ConexLink, a datacentre
specialist.
• Value Capital Partners has acquired a 13% shareholding in Net1
UEPS Technologies.
• Vantage Capital fully exited its investment in fibre-to-the-home
operator Vumatel.

African developments

• Africell won Angola’s fourth operating licence.
• China Mobile International, Facebook, MTN GlobalConnect, Orange,
STC, Telecom Egypt, Vodafone and WIOCC partnered to build
2Afric, touted as the most comprehensive subsea cable to serve the
African continent and Middle East region. At 37 000km long, 2Africa
will be one of the world’s largest subsea cable projects and will
interconnect Europe (eastward via Egypt), the Middle East (via Saudi
Arabia), and 21 landings in 16 countries in Africa.
• DFA has become the first telecommunications provider in 10
years to be granted an operating licence by the Postal and
Telecommunication Regulatory Authority of Zimbabwe.
• Ethiopia's communications regulator has received 12 bids for the
two telecoms licences it plans to award to multinational mobile
companies. Bidders include Axian, Electromecha International
Projects, Etisalat, Kandu Global Telecommunications, Liquid
Telecom, MTN, Orange, Saudi Telecom Company, Snail
Mobile and Global Partnership for Ethiopia, Telkom SA and a
consortium of telecoms operators made up of Vodafone, Vodacom
and Safaricom.
• Metrofile disposed of its 60% shareholding in Metrofile Zambia.
• MTN Uganda has confirmed it has completed its licence renewal.
• Kenya's Safaricom and Vodacom have completed the acquisition of
popular mobile money platform M-Pesa from the UK's Vodafone.
• The government of Zambia has officially cancelled Uzi Zambia’s
licence and invited new bids from interested regional and
international telecoms companies to set up the country’s fourth
mobile phone network.
Q3 2020 |
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Enable business
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in a rapidly
changing world.
Now more than ever before, the world is undergoing rapid and
unprecedented change. For businesses, this means having to
rethink and transform how they operate every day.
At BCX, we understand the importance of finding new ways for
your employees to connect and collaborate in the digital world.
So that even in these unusual times, it’s business as usual.
Our range of remote working solutions seamlessly blends
communication, collaboration and mobility to enable business
continuity, allowing us to partner with you to ensure your
employees work better together.
Our extensive global partnerships enable us to cater to your
unique business requirements, helping you securely manage
risk in periods of crisis, so you can deliver better value to your
customer.

Our most important customer is yours.

Scan the QR code to explore
our range of remote working
solutions and how they can help
you ensure business continuity.

www.bcx.co.za
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BY TRACY

BURROWS

Real world, real
people
The pandemic has taken the gloss off the world of marketing, and that’s a
good thing.
n interesting thing happened
during lockdown in South
Africa: businesses battling to
stay afloat, or those launching
products like masks online for
the first time, suddenly had to do all their
marketing without models, photographers and
studios. They were locked down at home and
battling cash flow problems – what else were
they going to do?
Designers and entrepreneurs showcased
their goods using real people in real
environments, and their photos were
generally taken using cellphones, maybe with
a filter slapped on for good measure. Some
managed to get a little design work done,
with a friend-of-a-friend editing people onto
better-looking backgrounds and adding an
arty flourish. But it all looked fine.
People cleared the background clutter and
roped in their kids and partners to model
masks and clothing. They arranged small
products on scrubbed chopping boards or
even on their kitchen counters, garnished
with something pretty from the garden.
Suddenly, marketing pics looked different.
Overnight, we went from perfectly lit,
impossibly beautiful models in idyllic places,
to ordinary people in recognisably reallife homes. The fact that you could see
the neighbour’s washing line through the
carefully styled window wasn’t a problem. In
fact, it made the products more relatable.
Despite the less professional artwork,
online shoppers like me could still see the
products perfectly well and – thanks to the

A

photo filters – we still understood the general
brand messaging. And we bought their goods.
Some of their businesses thrived. In fact,
because I could see the real people behind
the products, trying so hard to hustle a living,
I bought more stuff than usual. I figured that
they were nice, ordinary people just battling
to pay the bills, so I could spring for yet
another pretty mask to support them.

Those who have been doing it for a while
have millions of followers: @wianmagic has
a whopping 9.3 million followers watching
him perform magic tricks at home, @
shandorlarenty is possibly less relatable to
the average Joe, but nonetheless he has over
2.8 million TikTok followers enjoying his close
encounters with South African wildlife. But
the rising stars are doing pretty well too: @
tumsmmope’s Tik Tok channel has over
28 000 people following for her
funny updates on everyday life in
a complex on the West Rand.
Aspirational has been the
rallying cry for ads and marketing
for years, and it has certainly
worked for brands that target
young people. And, of course, for
all the social media influencers.
But now that most of us –
including the young trendsetters
– spend a lot more time slouching around at
home wearing sweatpants, could it be that
aspirational is making way for relatable?
Might we suddenly see a swing from admiring
stars in ivory towers to applauding the hardworking guy down the road? Will the virtual
worlds we like best, be very ordinary worlds
we can tap into online?

“Might we suddenly see a
swing from admiring stars in
ivory towers to applauding the
hard-working guy down the
road?”
Pot plants and pets

The same sort of thing happened with
celebrities, musicians, chefs and creatives,
barmen, hairdressers and all sorts of skilled
trades. People moved out of their carefully
designed professional environments and let
everyone into their homes to watch their
vlogs and tutorials. They were endearingly
ordinary. You could see their pot plants,
clutter, pets, souvenirs and family photos. It
made me like them more and want to support
their work.
Ordinary people armed with cellphones
became the new comedians and entertainers
– and judging by their following, we like them.

TRACY BURROWS is a freelance IT and
corporate writer and a long time contributor to all
of ITWeb's platforms.
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Enterprise-wide IT hygiene
IT operation and security teams face unprecedented challenges as the world
transforms to meet the new normal and cyber criminals and hackers reach
new levels of persistence and ongoing ability to thwart even robust traditional
security measures.

A

huge shift in enterprise security
IT budgets underlines recognition
of this problem and cyber security
teams’ focus has become proactive, with
emphasis on detection and response.
“An added challenge is the rapid
deployment of the workforce, with not
everyone having a work laptop or device
and using their own, unprotected devices
to connect to their companies’ networks,”
says Rory Kruger, First Distribution’s brand
manager for ExtraHop.
“Networks have blind spots and with so
many more people working from home,
the attack surface has expanded. Cyber
criminals are also patient and sometimes
attacks are performed with a low and slow
methodology that can go undetected.
“Multinationals have multiple branches
and complex environments, making
visibility and security across their networks
extremely difficult,” adds Brad Stein, First
Distribution’s general manager.
Enter ExtraHop, an enterprise cyber
analytics company with two profound
platforms to address business security
and network visibility. ExtraHop Reveal(x)
conducts enterprise network traffic
analysis and the ExtraHop Performance
Platform carries out enterprise
performance analytics.
This offering has been called next
generation technology by both Gartner
and Forbes, endorsing the power of these
technologies.
ExtraHop analyses all network
interactions in real-time and leverages
machine learning to identify threats,
deliver critical applications, and secure
cloud investments. Unlike traditional
security tools, which focus on prevention,
it also identifies threats already inside
the enterprise, enabling these to be
addressed up to 95% faster and before
they affect the business.

Tel: +27 (11)540 2640
www.firstdistribution.co.za

Brad Stein, General Manager Cybersecurity Division, First Distribution.

Threat detection and response can
vary, with much of the focus centred
around more traditional approaches,
including endpoint detection and response
(EDR) and SIEM. However, the need for
visibility across multicloud and hybrid
environments, distributed workforces,
and IoT deployments demands a total
context approach to identify performance
problems before they result in downtime
or negatively affect user experience.
“ExtraHop network detection and
response across an entire network
effectively switches on a light that
identifies blind spots and even the most
discrete data patterns,” continues Kruger.
“The ability to use machine learning that
provides advanced forensics extends
across the entire network.
“Security teams can monitor active,
inactive, dormant or disabled directory
accounts and identify the tools being
used to access the network. This
addresses the massive problem of
identifying unpermitted access tools.

Rory Kruger, Brand Manager for
ExtraHop at First Distribution.

What is also really important is that the
exact location of the access point can be
pinpointed.”
“The functionality encompasses the
variety of applications this can be used in,
from banking and finance to mining and
agriculture, working hand-in-hand with IoT
in networks,” adds Stein.
Kruger says that having this
functionality in the software addresses
the need for critical, scarce skills because
it has simplified data analysis with a oneclick view.
“With one-click guided investigation
workflows and advanced forensics, a
tier-one analyst can work like a tier-three
expert, allowing a company to leverage
the few skills that are available.
“Understanding saves time, and time is
money. If you don’t have to continuously
keep troubleshooting, this saves hugely
on resources. We now have guided
investigations at our fingertips to build
pictures we would never have seen
before,” concludes Stein.

Figuring it out

UPFRONT

stat attack

A roundup of the latest industry forecasts, statistics, trends and predictions.
Compiled by Paul Booth and Adrian Hinchcliffe

What’s up?

What’s down?

Global tablet shipments are forecast to climb 45.5%
sequentially and 9.9% on year in Q2 2020, thanks
to a recovery in the related supply chain's capacity
in China and educational tablet orders deferred from
the first quarter, says Digitimes Research.

Global IT infrastructure spending is projected to grow
overall by almost 4% to $237 billion, says IDC.

The economic recession resulting from Covid-19 will
see worldwide IT spending total $3.4 trillion in 2020,
a decline of 8% from 2019, according to Gartner.

IDC expects ICT spending (including telecoms and
business services), to decline by 3.4% this year to
just over $4 trillion, with telecoms spending down
0.8%.

Global sales of smartphones to end-users declined
20.2% in Q1 20, according to Gartner.
While much household spending is set to decrease,
22% of South African households plan to spend
more on mobile, cellular or internet services,
mirroring the trend of working from home, says
Consulta Insights.

Global device shipments will decline 13.6% in 2020,
totalling 1.9 billion units, forecasts Gartner.

What’s else?
South Africans were more concerned by the economic impact
than health implications of the Covid-19 pandemic, according to
figures released in June from a GfK survey. 86% of respondents
registered extreme concerned about unemployment compared to
66% who were extremely worried about Covid-19 itself.

60% of South African consumers expect e-commerce
companies to offer free delivery, while 64% want fast delivery,
56% are looking for click-and-collect options, and 55% want
telephonic support, finds GfK research.

66% of South African business decision makers say that
RPA and/or automation has already positively impacted
their organisations, compared to global figure of 82%, finds
research from Blue Prism.

60% of organisations from South Africa experienced a public
cloud security incident in the last year, says Sophos.

35% of the global population (2.7 billion people) are gamers,
says Finbold.com. In 2020, the sector is expected to generate
$159.3 billion in revenue with mobile gaming accounting for
48% at $77.2 billion.

During the pandemic, 57% of employees of small organisations
were not provided with corporate devices from their
employers, and just 34% received instructions on how to
securely work on personal laptops, tablets and smartphones
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This too shall pass

Times are tough. They’re about to get tougher. Here’s how to build the right future.
By Tamsin Oxford

t was March 2020. The
world suddenly realised that
it had been turned inside out.
Covid-19 was everywhere,
shutting down governments,
businesses, lives and
countries. Economies slumped, companies
floundered, and business continuity and crisis
management plans kicked into gear. As far
as they could, anyway; few companies could
have predicted what this pandemic brought,
even fewer were prepared. According to
Gartner, 55% of tech CEOs weren’t even
ready for an economic downturn, much less
the comprehensive and sweeping impact of
a pandemic. Today, the pandemic is showing
little sign of reducing its impact on economy
and company. The channel is facing an
entirely new future. It doesn’t matter how well
it prepared or how badly it fared or what lies
ahead, what matters is that it makes a plan.
“Uncertainty is the biggest challenge facing
the channel,” says Sandra Beswick, director of
Fluence Capital. “The constant message is that
our lives will not be the same as they were
before the pandemic – change is inevitable.”
The main challenges facing businesses
include: a deepening recession; concerns
around liquidity and solvency; demands for
payments and legal action may start as the
country eases the lockdown; and planning
for survival while navigating the unknown,
which is particularly daunting. This is further
complicated by the need to hold onto talented
employees while re-evaluating budgets and
costs. There’s little point regretting plans
not made and diversification not done prepandemic, it’s time to get on with plugging the
holes and getting the ship back to shore.

I

Winning opportunity

“Maintain customer contact – this is critical,”
says Brett Watermeyer, head of sales:
business partners, at Vox. “Look at how
you can realign your strategic objectives
to incorporate both a consumer- and
business-focused sales strategy. One of the
key value propositions when considering a
channel partner versus a large corporate
sales representative is the partner’s
ability to maintain high levels of personal
contact with their clients. This can often
be the differentiator between winning an
opportunity, or not.”
12
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SANDRA
BESWICK,
Fluence Capital

An agile and adaptable approach to the
customer, the market and the business
strategy is a very good reason why a company
will succeed in the current environment.
Take the time to assess what the market
actually wants, and structure solutions and
investments that match. If your company
offers a nice-to-have, change it. Adapt, and
make it a need-to-have. This is not the right
time to dive for a quick buck at the expense
of the customer because they will remember,
and they won’t remain loyal.
“Every member of the channel needs
to ensure that they’re providing the right

types of products and services considering
the fundamental way that business has
shifted,” says Colin Thornton, CEO of Turrito
Networks. “Some needs or focus areas have
moved to backburners and there’s no point
trying to convince customers otherwise.
Many companies are focusing on the basics
and have taken ultra-conservative views on
budgets and spend.”
In this tough environment, customer loyalty
and relevant product offerings are a must. But
so is sharp financial acumen and a long, hard
look at the bottom line. According to Sean
Segar, co-head of Nedgroup Investments Cash

"If your customers are facing cash
flow issues, negotiate and suggest
a payment plan."
Sandra Beswick, Fluence Capital

Solutions, this is not the time to chase yield,
and to ensure that any risks the business is
taking are worth any extra yield.

Keep the cash flowing

“In the falling interest rate environment, it will
become increasingly difficult to keep yields
up, but relative to the call rate, market funds
are still very attractive,” he says. “It’s also
important to avoid poor credit and to watch
liquidity. This has not been a problem during
the Covid-19 period thanks to responsible
handling of the money markets by the South
African Reserve Bank, but this could change
at any time.”
Cash flow is the lifeblood of the business.
Liquidity has to be prioritised. This means
that like markets, cash flow has to be
assessed regularly. This will ensure that the
organisation is prepared for a drop in revenue,
is ready for any potential obstacles, and can
handle an unexpected swerve in economic
direction.
“Under the current circumstances, it can
be especially challenging to follow up with
clients and customers for money when
many of them are in a similar position,”
says Beswick. “Maintain clear and regular
communication with debtors and customers.
If your customers are facing cash flow issues,
negotiate and suggest a payment plan.”
Knowing the financial truth about the
business is also important. If you can see
where finances are failing and the gaps in
the foundations, then you are better placed
to make decisions around changing your
business model, or downscaling, or working
with a professional to explore alternative
options. This is also where you need to
uncover any areas of debt and be careful
when considering going into more debt. This
can make any financial situation markedly
worse and can put immense pressure on the
business and its future.

explore a range of potential futures – worst
case scenario, middle of the road (the most
likely), and the best of a bad situation.”
The recovery of any business from any one
of these scenarios will depend on a variety
of micro and macro factors, but it’s important
to try to predict which way it could go in
the crisis. This will help to define how you
can layer your planning and investments to
ensure that the business is stable throughout
– or as stable as it can be – immersed, as it
is, in uncertainty.
When asked what one piece of advice they
took to help them navigate the pandemic, it
was interesting to see that most people replied
with four simple words: This too shall pass.
This is the motto that Nedgroup’s Segar says

made all the difference to his organisation’s
approach to the pandemic, and that Vox’s
Watermeyer uses to define how the company
looks at the future.
“The situation we find ourselves in
currently is not permanent,” he says. “It has
changed the way we engage and operate
in our business lives, and will likely become
normal as time goes on. Our industry and
markets were never static and this puts us,
and the channel, in the fortunate position of
being able to adapt and adjust to sudden shifts
in the status quo.”
The future was never certain to begin
with. Yes, this is a far cry from an unexpected
economic jolt and a sharp V return to normal
or a shiver in the boots of market trends or
customer demands, but it is still something
that the channel can handle. Transparency,
authenticity, financial acumen, considered
investment, and relationship-building are the
blocks that will build the right foundations for
the channel in this crisis. It’s about creating
a stable base that’s not set in cement, but
rather one that – to continue with the maritime
analogy – is capable of riding the waves.
Not only will this agility be of value in the
future when it comes to diversification and
adaptability, it will help when the next tsunami
hits. Of that, the channel can be certain.

Forks in the road

“Scenario-planning can really help the
business alleviate some of the uncertainty
as you can assess the potential impacts
of certain outcomes, as well as envision
possibilities on the other side of the crisis,”
says Beswick. “There are three possible
scenarios that enable business leaders to

SEAN SEGAR,
Nedgroup
Investments Cash
Solutions
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A committed relationship
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Providing partner support during the pandemic highlights the companies that
pay attention to people and the future.
he coronavirus pandemic has
brought out the best and worst
in humanity. Crises like this
worldwide viral tremor forge
the foundations of corporate
ethics and define how organisations approach
their people, suppliers and customers. There
are those that are cutting throats and stepping
over the bodies to get their slice of a dwindling
pie, but, perhaps surprisingly, there are many
that have done the opposite. Intel, Microsoft,
Lenovo, Dell and Ingram Micro are just some
channel players that have created support
structures for their partners and resellers.
From covering shipping costs to free training
to pandemic-specific stimulus packages,

I

these global organisations have been
targeting pain points throughout
lockdowns and restrictive trading
regulations so their flailing partners
can survive. And they’re not the only
companies making a difference on the
virtual frontline.
In South Africa, the channel has
not been sitting idly by, watching
customers and partners sink slowly
beneath the complex regulations of
the local lockdown. There have been
positive stories, remarkable moments
Stefan van de Giessen, Networks Unlimited Africa
and ingenious solutions designed
specifically for the local context and
its challenges.
Africa, partners have responded with
According to Stefan van de Giessen, cyber
initiatives aimed at helping members of the
security manager at Networks Unlimited
global IT community.

»

By Tamsin Oxford

"The responses of some of
our vendors to the crisis have
been noteworthy in terms of
their holistic nature and care
for the wider community."

S T E FA N VA N
DE GIESSEN,
Networks Unlimited
Africa
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Putting R&D to work
Loadshedding is a business killer and in the new norm of the pandemic and
lockdown, businesses simply cannot take any more strain with power outages
and an unstable power supply.
This is particularly relevant to carrier network providers and ISPs.
Plus, in this new normal, with work from home and online healthcare
and education as examples, nothing is more important than keeping
communications up.
An innovator in the power supply and distribution sector, Huawei
has integrated electronic and intelligent digital technologies to create
cost-effective back-up power solutions for network energy.
“This really helps with the current loadshedding schedules in
effect,” says John Davidson, head of the enterprise network energy
arm of Huawei Enterprise Southern Africa. “Plus, Lithium Ion battery
solutions are ideally suited to this because they provide a smaller
footprint, a deeper discharge for longer backups and the ability to
recharge very quickly.
“New smartphones are an example of where the Lithium Ion battery
technology is used; with smart charging, they can recharge from flat to
full in under an hour. While this is on a small scale compared to the size
of batteries used in network energy solutions, the working principle is
the same.”
Davidson says that in any industry, be it retail or industrial, larger
backups with a smaller footprint are readily available, such as
Huawei’s SmartLi UPS solution. By combining Huawei’s Li-ion battery
technology with a unique modular design, SmartLi UPS has effectively
reinvented the power supply system for next-generation applications.
Li-ion batteries are far more cost-effective than the traditional leadacid batteries often used in the UPS of a datacentre. An added bonus
is that the cost of Li-ion batteries is expected to continue to fall by up
to 30% over the next three years, to arrive at the same price level as
lead-acid alternatives.
“Everything, no matter how big or small, needs power to work
in today’s age, be it for such applications as communications,
data mining, AI, IoT or machine learning. We provide products that
seamlessly interface with all these technologies, plus have experience
in these technologies as the world’s largest IT solutions provider.
“With WiFi 6 on the horizon, faster and easier deployed networks
need to have longer backup times, especially when power is out for
repeated extended periods.”
Davidson says that what has made Huawei a global leader in
network energy solutions is that every year for the past decade, it has
put around 15% of revenue back into R&D, which, in 2018, was almost

For more information contact:
huaweisales@mustek.co.za or 021 11 237 1000

John Davidson, Huawei Enterprise Southern Africa

$19 billion. With this kind of R&D budget, the company has been
consistently ahead of the game in terms of innovation.
Huawei takes its network energy solutions to market via a strict
channel partner policy with entities like Mustek, which is one of its
primary distributors providing support and stock availability to the
partner channel.
“We cannot do this alone and we believe in forming tight partnerships
with market leaders like Mustek,” Davidson concludes.

»
"Zoho seeks to provide its
software solutions at a
fair price, protected from
exchange rate fluctuations."
Andrew Bourne, Zoho
“The responses of some of our vendors to
the crisis have been noteworthy in terms of
their holistic nature and care for the wider
community.
“Fortinet made its entire self-paced
catalogue of advanced training courses
available for free until the end of 2020 so that
IT professionals could expand their knowledge
and skills on-demand. Cofense is offering free
access to Cofense Intelligence for 90 days
to help companies stay on top of phishing
threats, and RSA is offering new clients
free access to its multifactor authentication
solutions for a limited time.”

waiver programme for qualifying
small business customers.
“Zoho seeks to provide its
software solutions at a fair price,
protected from exchange rate
fluctuations. Customers are also
guaranteed privacy and security of
their data,” says Andrew Bourne,
country manager, Africa, Zoho Corp.
“We’ve also localised pricing for
Nigeria, Kenya and Egypt.”

Growth in the time of a crisis

IBM Global Financing rolled out a
variety of financing options to help
the channel manage cash flow more
effectively while remaining capable
of providing relevant solutions to the market.
The company also added enhanced solutions
and capabilities to its digital platform of
resources for vendors. These were designed
to help partners manage their customers and

IN FOCUS
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market more effectively and to potentially
find alternative channels and options to
drive growth during the pandemic. Nutanix
introduced a Special Financial Assistance
Programme that gives partners extended
payment terms so they have much needed
flexibility and liquidity.
From the hyperscaler to the mid-range
manufacturer to the enterprise-level vendor,
the channel has not sat back and expected
partners to blindly stumble forward into a
future defined by uncertainty. The solutions
on offer vary – some are perhaps just a nod
to the crisis while others seem to have been
crafted directly on top of very real pain points
– but they are a testament to the mindset of
the companies and their commitment to their
partners. What lies ahead is anybody’s guess,
but one thing is certain: those companies
that made an effort to support customer and
partner are those that will likely remain on the
business horizon for some time to come.

Safety and security

These companies have come together
to create solutions designed to address
the growing security threat that hovers
over remote working and remote access,
allowing for the channel to address priority
client needs within limited budgets and a
compressed economy. Cisco also provided
solutions relatively early in the process, with
free offerings and cloud-based services that
included Webex and security solutions to help
organisations move to remote working with
greater ease and efficiency.
Another company that stepped up early on
in the pandemic is Konnect Africa. It provided
free broadband connectivity to clinics in South
Africa, where terrestrial networks were unable
to provide appropriate bandwidth. Says CEO
Jean-Claude Tshipama: “The deployment was
undertaken by local ECNS-licensed distributor
Logical Wireless and will provide each site with
300GB of data monthly, for several months.”
Then there is Zoho. This global tech
company implemented fixed local currency
pricing for all its applications for South
African businesses to help ease the impact
of currency fluctuations. This is probably one
of the most relevant and helpful moves that
any global company could make for the local
market. In addition to fixed currency costs for
more than 45 applications, the company has
developed a three-month subscription fee

ANDREW
B O U R N E , Zoho
Corp
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Print and the pandemic
Did the shift to digital, catalysed by the lockdown, put the final nail in
the printer market’s coffin?
By Adrian Hinchcliffe

ollowing the President’s
announcement that the country
was to implement a nationwide
lockdown, a period of panic
ensued as IT departments
frantically sourced laptops and mobile
dongles for staff. But the ability to print at
home was one aspect often overlooked.
“Hundreds of thousands of people took
their laptops home, but left printers in the
office, not realising how much they would
need them,” says Werner Engelbrecht, GM,
Kyocera Document Solutions South Africa.
Initially, the focus was on communication
and collaboration, adds Barry Venter, CEO
of Nashua. “There were suddenly all of the
office buildings with the shared larger volume
printers that weren't being used.”
Those employees who didn’t already have
a printer at home, and realised the potential
need, were faced with a dilemma: having
to buy themselves one without the usual
degree of choice as stocks rapidly dwindled,
or do without.
When they did decide to buy, they often
bought the cheapest printer they could
find, says Englebrecht. And in so doing,
they weren’t fully considering the cost of
replacement ink cartridges.

F

Work and learn

BARRY
VENTER,
Nashua
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Printers weren’t just being bought for work,
either. School from home has been a reality
for students and parents, with many finding
themselves having to acquire printers for
educational assignments.
“School from home created the requirement
for parents to have a printer at home to
manage the online, offsite teaching of their
children. There was an increase in the selling
out of stock, from the resellers selling out of
both printers and the consumables that go
with them,” says Caron de Fortier, HP Printers
and Supplies Business Unit manager, DCC.
“And whatever is happening with the schools
reopening or closing with infections, there will
be parents making the decision to home school
for the remainder of the year, at least.”
Deloitte predicts global sales of all-in-one
home printers will surge 15% this year to
nearly $29 billion, says Engelbrecht. “That’s
double the annual growth rate that had been
predicted before the coronavirus outbreak.”

»
“I don't think people have looked at the cost of
printing yet, but the economic slowdown means
CFOs will be talking to facilities managers about
size of premises, desks, and printing will form
part of that cost re-evaluation?”
Jamie Scott, Datacentrix

According to the International Data
Corporation (IDC) South Africa’s research
analyst Arnold Ponela, the local figures aren’t
so positive. “As more businesses started
working from home, they paused their
considerations for new printers or upgrading
their managed print service system. Both
print volumes and printer sales decreased.”
IDC forecasts total page volume globally
will fall 13.7% in 2020, from 3.2 trillion pages
in 2019 to 2.8 trillion pages in 2020. The local
market experienced a 6% decline in Q2, as
compared to Q2 in 2019, and a quarter-onquarter decrease of 12% from Q1 2020.
With the likelihood that a vaccine won’t be
available any time soon, Ponela estimates
that the ‘new normal’ we find ourselves in
will be with us for a while. “I think we will
stay with this Covid-19 situation into 2021
and 2022. I see a proper recovery late 2022,
going into 2023.”
Regardless of how long the pandemic
impacts our lives, the rise of work from home
is likely to stick around.

Home office

“A lot of companies we've spoken to,” says
Mohammed Vachiat, GM: direct sales, Konica
Minolta, “have realised the information worker
actually gets more out of working from home.
They have a better quality of life, improved
diet, time for exercise and are applying 100%
commitment to get the job done, whereas
in the workplace, it’s more social and less
productive. Statistics also show that remote
workers are deeply loyal to employers.”
With an elongated period of social
distancing ahead, and working from home
proving its worth, this creates some
opportunity to focus on the small office, home
office (SOHO) printer market.
Kyocera, for example, has partnered
with Vox to offer home printer rental, says
Englebrecht. “Kyocera has predominantly
played in the business-to-business space
until now, and these developments extend
the brand’s offering to the business-toconsumer market.”

Nashua has also recognised that the
army of home-based employees offers
opportunities. Predominantly known for being
a print company, it has long been watching
the gradual decline in print and has been
undergoing its own diversification, which has
enabled it to branch out now.
“We see new opportunities servicing
end-users or remote workers in their home
offices,” says Venter. “If they have an issue,
who supports them? Do they call Dial-a-Nerd
or do their companies provide some level
of support? What's been good for us is the
remote service capabilities we have. We're
seeing a lot of activity currently with tools
that can assist anyone working remotely.”
He adds that he sees the propensity to
sell higher volume machines diminishing. “I
don't think there will be a lot of mid volume
or higher volume machines going out for the
foreseeable future. There will be a shift back
to a more consumer-centric focus.
“The biggest challenge is consumption. In
managed print services, the real value is in
ongoing service and supplies, which is the
toners. All the print companies are sitting
with warehouses filled with toners, but
no one is printing or consuming. The way
consumables are sold, that model will have to
evolve,” he says.

Cost of copy

Jamie Scott, business development manager,
Datacentrix, says that the managed print
market opportunity has been under threat
for some time, due to advances in ink
technologies from the likes of HP and Epson.
“All the copiers and enterprise printers
use laser technology, the process isn't
eco-friendly, they use a lot of electricity,
heat cycles to burn toner on to the pages,
and there's a lot of moving parts, and things
break. Every six months, a maintenance guy
comes out to replace a bunch of heaters
and rollers, and other elements. With these
ink printers, the only moving parts are the
rollers to feed the paper. And the new ink
packs let you print 50 000 to 80 000 pages

from one pack, so the cost per copy has
fallen through the floor.”
Scott sees the opportunity for resellers
to attack the established copier and large
volume printer business, replacing them
with the ‘sub R10k’ ink printers, which can
be bought upfront and include management
tools and software, but don’t incur monthly
maintenance costs.
“We're looking at customers to downscale
the fleet that you can buy outright, rather
than pay something every month. I believe
the SOHO market will grow and it will be
managed by the corporate themselves.”
This ties in to the future of the workspace,
and the long-term implications of a largely
work from home employee base.
“Companies will start looking at costs of
office space and asking if they need it and
if they can sub-let some of it. I don't think
people have looked at the cost of printing yet,
but the economic slowdown means CFOs will
be talking to facilities managers about size of
premises, desks, and printing will form part of
that cost re-evaluation.”
Ponela agrees: “We'll start seeing smaller
office space or shared office spaces. Printers
will have to leverage those scenarios, where
company A is in the same space as company
B, and there is a print solution they can use,
but without infringing on the security of the
companies.”

Do you really need to print that?

With some employees having to make do
with the printers they already had at home,
or have been able to acquire since lockdown
(and probably at their own expense), there’s
a strong likelihood that those without have
largely managed to bypass using printers thus
reducing paper from their workflows and
reducing ongoing demand.
“What we’re seeing,” says Engelbrecht,
“is organisations reviewing paper-based
processes and fast-tracking digital
transformation to enable the continuation of
work from home. We’re seeing a heightened
interest in enterprise content management,
which allows remote staff to access the
information they need, produce the content
required, and make it available to others.”
De Fortier believes that print does have a
future, but it will be a lot smaller than before.
“I think there is a huge opportunity for cloudbased solutions, and more selective printing.
Companies will probably enforce that due to
the costs involved, and the current focus on
cost-cutting.”
Asked whether this situation spells the end
of the market for printers, IDC’s Ponela says:
“We've long been talking about paperless
CRA
IG
offices, it’s not ‘paperless’ but rather
'paper
OLMES,
less', which is about less and lessHpaper.
IBM
Undoubtedly, we will see less paper,
but this
is not the final nail in the coffin. There's a lot
that still relies on paper.”
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Home-grown digital services can support the
country and expand SA’s reach to international
markets. How is this sector faring?
By James Francis

hat is the state of South
Africa’s home-grown
platforms? Local digital
services companies represent
the emergence of South
Africa’s place in the global digital hierarchy. It
speaks to how local companies can compete
globally, an advantage that South Africa is not
exploiting to full effect.
A case in point is the comfortable
dominance enjoyed by services like Netflix
and Spotify, not to mention a flood of
overseas cloud services available in the
country. These are often good services, and
they help South Africa remain competitive.
But local is lekker, and a vibrant local digital
services sector is a clear indication of the
country’s potential and progress as a digital
hub. It implies the state of local digital
penetration, costs, skills availability and other
factors that determine our 4IR success.
The big picture is sometimes not
encouraging, such as online advertising.
According to a new report from PwC and the
Interactive Advertising Bureau, even though
online advertising had grown by double digits
in 2019, local publishers only saw three
percent growth. The vast majority of ad
growth went to Google and Facebook. There’s
still a big gap between domestic and imported
digital service growth.

W

The good news

What is the potential for domestic services?
The Margin approached South African digital
platform services, and several graciously
returned answers to our questions. Although

an informal survey, it gives a sense of where
local services are, what they do well, and
what we can do to help them succeed.
We define a digital platform as any modern
software service that can be provided locally
and, possibly, globally. These include public
cloud as well as on-premise services, the
distinction being that they use more modern
techniques such as micro-services or SaaS
consumption models. Specifically, they’re part
of the new generation of digital services.
To start, let’s get the elephant out of the room:

Can SA compete globally?

South Africa’s potential in digital markets
has long been held up as a bright light for
its development. From the rise of the Asian
Tigers to the more recent success of India
and other emerging economies, many
examples seem to align with our country. But
is that the case?
The answers generally confirm this. Justin
Drennan, CEO of courier- and warehousing
logistics-as-a-service company ParcelNinja,
points to the convenient time zone alignment
with the EU and US, enabling numerous
successful tech businesses offshore. But,
he adds: “SA needs to look at streamlining
international investment processes, and relook at how IP is managed locally.”
Clayton Hayward, co-founder and CEO of
contactless cash-transfer service uKheshe,
agrees that SA can compete globally. He says
that digital platforms level the playing field:
“If more of these are created, it will assist the
continent in breaking through many inhibitors
preventing market growth. This will, in turn,
boost job creation and the informal and
domestic economy.”

»
“The presence of the hyperscalers is a blessing
and a curse.”
Andrew Cruise, Routed
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Platforms

Several answers point to the lower
operating costs in the country; another
advantage is South Africa’s proximity to
African markets. It can serve as a local hub
for offering such services.
These advantages are translating into
some global traction. At least one respondent
operates very strongly internationally, and
several say they receive a lot of interest from
global markets, including the EU and the US.
All, though, serve a growing base of South
African customers. Most are focusing on
those opportunities, proving that local digital
businesses can take on and outcompete
global vendors entering the market.
Yet their growth and potential to expand
overseas are being hampered by clear
challenges.

What are SA’s challenges?

The picture is not as rosy when you look at
some of the pain points. Skills are frequently
22
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ANDREW
C R U I S E , Routed

How can we grow local digital
services?

Local digital services hold great potential.
They can carry the South African flag
globally while also leading us into a future
of being technology providers and not only
consumers. They are the push against digital
colonisation, they provide a local tax base,
and they can help bring foreign currency into
the local market.
So how can we improve their chances for
success? Addressing the issues mentioned
above is important. There is also a need to
improve the local consumer base. South
African consumers – people and businesses
alike – are still prone to favour international
digital brands over local ones. Pushing
local alternatives will help, but some local

JUSTIN DRENNAN,
ParcelNinja

»

mentioned as a problem — there simply aren’t
enough skilled people available to the market,
prompting an impetus on better education.
Several also cite the cost and quality of
internet access — both as businesses and for
their potential staff and consumers. Some
of the specific issues include special small
business payment terms, diverting corporate
spending from BBBEE to SME, and less
cumbersome tax and regulatory processes.
The fundamentals need addressing, says
Will Harris, CEO of Gmaven, which provides
management software to the real estate
market. He adds that the market needs an
“aggressive change in regulations, and skilled
and competent administrators to foster an
environment where entrepreneurs can thrive.
The other solutions, such as education, are,
sadly, not quick fixes.”
So, the two main challenges are access
to skills, and the costs and bureaucracy of
running a small business. Another major
issue cited several times is the difficulty
accessing funding to grow such businesses.
The lack of a vibrant and powerful venture
capital sector is a significant pain point,
and Daniel Chilcott, MD of Flowgear — an
Integration-as-a-Service platform —
highlights this specific point.
“South Africa’s domestic VC options are
not on par with those in countries like the US
or UK. Simultaneously, it’s difficult to work
with foreign VCs due to exchange control
regulations. Treasury has proposed no longer
requiring approval for export of IP for fair
value, but this has yet to be implemented.
Access to world-class capital, without fear of
being unable to optimally structure IP, would
go a long way.”

“South Africa’s domestic VC options are not on par
with those in countries like the US or UK.”
Will Harris, Gmaven
consumer businesses are still too `traditional’
in their thinking, says Andrew Cruise, MD
of home-grown cloud solutions provider
Routed: “It would be nice if South Africans, in
general, can be persuaded to buy local. The
presence of the hyperscalers is a blessing
and a curse. Their marketing machines
promote cloud as an option, but immature
thinking also persuades some that there are
no other genuine alternatives. Generally, a
more educated public is a benefit to us, as
we’re not trying to be the silver bullet that
fixes every cloud problem, but do want our
use cases to be promoted more widely.”
In other words, the home-grown digital
services sector needs TLC, more profile,

better access to funding, and streamlined
bureaucracy. Beneath that, their destiny
is tied to developing South Africa’s overall
digital capability.
“Probably just get the fundamentals
right,” answers Sean Rule, founder of
EquityMaven, a business valuation platform.
“The push must continue for greater
internet penetration, higher smartphone
adoption, and increased comfort with
digital services to grow the addressable
market for platforms. And, stimulating
underlying macroeconomic growth and
ensuring regulatory stability would help the
whole economy flourish, and create more
businesses wanting valuation services.”.
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Partner programme

IBM renews partner
programme
IBM has a newish partner programme. VP for the local partner ecosystem
Craig Holmes provides some detail.
By Matthew Burbidge

B
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Catching up

What about the Red Hat acquisition? Has that
bought efficiencies?
He says it was market knowledge that the
company didn’t get into public cloud as fast as
the other hyperscalers.
While the company continues to offer its
own public cloud service, its stance in recent
years has been to suggest that the world is
now one of multi-cloud.
He says IBM believes that 80% of workloads
are probably not going to move to the public
cloud, and that with the acquisition of Red Hat,
‘it caught us up to everybody else’.
Perhaps the most significant part of
the Red Hat acquisition was its OpenShift
containerisation platform.
“From that point of view, we acquired one
of the best open source companies in the
marketplace. And with the announcement
of our cloud and cognitive, or our software
strategy, we repackaged all of our software to
run on OpenShift.”

»

ack in May, IBM announced it
was reorganising its business
partner programme into three
tracks: ‘build’, ‘service’, and
‘sell’. I spoke to Craig Holmes,
the vice president of the IBM partner
ecosystem in Southern Africa, for some
more details.
He says he’s always felt that the size of
its business partners and their contribution
was misaligned in South Africa, and that its
partner ecosystem business had not been
well represented locally over the last four
or five years. He believes this was down to
‘people and experience’.
Now, he says, the traditional reseller model
is under scrutiny, as clients are asking for
more value-added services.
He says the build and service tracks reflect
an evolution of what’s been happening in the
market for some time, as partners grow the
service side of their businesses, and embed
IBM’s software products into solutions.
Partners have access to the company’s
PartnerWorld programme, under which it
has launched the ‘Seismic’ sales enablement
platform. This includes market intelligence
– which might be particularly useful around
this time as there are weekly updates on
the effects of the pandemic – as well as
details of the partner programmes. There’s
also a guide to virtual selling techniques,
which includes, for instance, the basics of
engaging with people in a digital manner.
These include guidelines on how to ‘speak
with impact’, as well as how to deal with
the challenge of poor internet connections,
working from home, and balancing one’s
personal and business life.
“I’ve tried to focus on time and impact, with
my team. You’ve got limited time (working
from home) and everybody is getting
bombarded from all sides. How do you
make the maximum impact in the shortest
possible time? It could be about reducing the
time of a meeting, or having an agenda and
documenting the outcome…things like that.”

It’s using a number of collaboration tools
such as Trello and Mural, as well as Webex, to
assist in co-creating solutions for partners.
It has also launched what it calls Business
Packs for small- and medium-sized
businesses and large enterprises, which
comprise a set of software packages at
different price points for partners.
In the past, the company would partly fund
partner events, such as seminars or business
breakfasts. This has now shifted to virtual
marketing, and is holding events online, such
as its Think conference.

“How do you make the
maximum impact in
the shortest possible
time?”
Craig Holmes, IBM

The company has also introduced six
Cloud Paks products: data and AI, integration,
applications, automation, multi cloud manager
and security.
“We now give customers choice. Our Cloud
Paks can run on any cloud. You can run IBM
cloud for data and AI on Microsoft Azure, or
you can run our Cloud Pak for applications
on AWS. OpenShift is pervasive on all of
the hyperscalers and brings the whole IBM
enterprise platform and application set to this
world of hybrid cloud.
“We’re providing tools (such as multicloud manager) to allow clients to move their
workloads to their choice of cloud, whether
it’s IBM public cloud, Microsoft or AWS, and
we’re able to do that in a consistent way,
because the tools and applications and the
integration layer are now consistent.
“It was a very important acquisition, not
just from a market share perspective, but the
fact is that we’re now bringing integration and
application and security to the entire hybrid
cloud world, as opposed to a proprietary
IBM-only world.”
In May, the company announced its Cloud
Satellite product, which can run in a client's
datacentre.
On June 10, the IBM cloud went down for
a number of hours, and Holmes said he’d
prefer not to comment for this article.
The company said in a statement
afterwards that the failure had been due to
‘external network provider issues’.
“An external network provider flooded the
IBM Cloud network with incorrect routing,
resulting in severe congestion of traffic
and impacting IBM Cloud services and our
datacentres. Mitigation steps have been taken
to prevent a reoccurrence. Additionally, root
cause analysis has not identified any data loss
or cyber security issues.”

‘This is the way we work’

Like many multinationals, IBM had a remote
working policy in place long before the
pandemic, and now 95% of staff is working
from home. This meant it was well placed to
help its smaller partners.

He says each industry has been affected in
different ways.
“I said to my team, ‘Just make sure we
keep all of our partners with us for however
long this takes’. We’ve said we expect that
this is going to be the norm, so adjust quickly,
do the learning, and have empathy with the
partner. Not all of them can move as quickly
as IBM.
“We made a conscious effort to have a
very open dialogue with our partners, and
see where they need our help. Some of them
have taken us up on this and we’ve spent
hours looking at the current market, their
client set, and trying to help them understand
the risk of what it (the pandemic) could
mean. Until it adjusts, this is the way we will
work, and if it changes in the future, then
we’ll adapt again.”

CRAIG
HOLMES,
IBM
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Adapting to opportunities

Advertorial

There are some companies that
have come through the pandemic
relatively unscathed, having seen
and been able to meet opportunities.
For Axiz, the opportunities came from
notebook requests and sales, cloud
software and services and, finally,
notebook accessories.
This was despite the challenges of getting stock into the
country, through customs and into the warehouse.
Says Terence Barter, Dell EMC Brand Executive, Axiz: “The
higher levels imposed had more complex restrictions and made
it very difficult to accept and deliver stock. We had to look at
streamlining this process and shipping more efficiently to our
customers and their customers.
“We launched our digital platform marketplace to our
resellers, which enabled them to check stock, pricing and order
online with us. This platform is something we will continue to
invest in and develop.
“Our vendors, in turn, made plans around shipping stock into
the country and storing it for us, while we went through the
different restriction levels. This included delayed invoicing and
allowing us to prioritise what we needed delivered. We have
also noticed an increase in our meeting, engagement and
overall activity levels.
“Now our supply chain is almost back to normal, apart from a
few exceptions where we are still seeing shortages caused by
demands around the world and the slow reopening of suppliers
to our vendors. We are hoping pricing will drop as an increase in
supply starts to happen.”
Barter says they had to adjust their business model, so that
most staff were working from home, with the exception of
those in the warehouse. It also focussed on its digital platform
business and cloud and launched its advanced services.
With lockdown, Barter says product demand was mainly
notebooks and accessories that allowed those working from
home to work more efficiently and in more comfort. Accessories
such as monitors, keyboards, mice and headsets saw
increased demand.
“We’re now seeing the most growth in technologies to enable
security, cloud services and online procurement.

www.axiz.com

| 011 2377128

Terence Barter, Dell
EMC Brand Executive,
Axiz

“We were one of the businesses that felt the ban on
ecommerce – and I would say the majority of business felt
it, and everyone had to scrutinise where and how we were
spending. We continue to review this monthly to see what
trends and patterns we can pick up to continue to adjust and
improve on areas where we’re falling short.
“It’s going to be tough and my outlook for 2021 for the global
economy is that this will remain slow and calculated, but it’s
really hard to predict at this point. We’re hoping it will improve.”
Barter also says he hopes the African economy bounces
back quickly, but says that availability of credit will continue
to be an issue and could delay decision-making and budget
spend. He is optimistic about the South African economy, but
says that much needs to fall into place in order for the country
to grow.
“For our markets, partners and customers, the climate is
going to be really difficult in 2021. This has to be factored into
our 2021 strategy and business models.
“I do see our partners continuing to find new ways to offer
services and product to their customers, though. I also believe
hardware-focused partners will need to diversify and look
at cloud, advanced services and expanding beyond their
business norm,” he concludes.
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Inspiron Gaming G5

Brand:Dell
RRP:
Distributor(s):

From R16 999
Axiz, Pinnacle, Drive Control & Tarsus

Date of availability:

Available now

Specifications
Display: 15.6”
Processor: 10th Gen Intel Core i5 or i7 CML-H
Graphics card: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1650Ti up to RTX 2070 Max-Q, with up to
8GB GDDR6 graphics
Visuals: two-sides narrow bezel FHD display, with optional 144Hz or 240Hz panel
Game-ready tech: optional 4-zone RGB keyboard with WASD, Nahimic 3D Audio

USPs
10th Gen Intel® Core processors up to i9.
Features discrete graphics up to NVIDIA GeForce RTX 2070 with Max-Q design
and 8GB GDDR5 dedicated memory, ideal for even the most graphic-intensive
games.

Latitude 9510

Brand:Dell
RRP:
Distributors: 

Starting from R35 999
Tarsus, Axiz, Drive Control, Pinnacle

Date of availability: 

Available now

Specifications

Has a two-sided narrow bezel display with panel options including standard FHD,
optional 144Hz or 300Hz for immersive gameplay.

Processors: Intel Core Processors up to i7 vPro, CML-U (QC & HC)

Chassis lighting controlled by Alienware Command Centre.

Display: 15” 16:9 FHD (1920 x 1080) WVA touch, antireflective and anti-smudge,
Corning Gorilla Glass 6 DX, super low power, 400 nits, sRGB 100%, active pen
support

Game-ready technologies allow for easier gaming: optional 4-zone RGB backlit
(US English only); dual speakers with Nahimic 3D Audio for Gamers; Alienware
Command Centre; and SmartByte for visual content prioritisation.
Dual fan cooling system, with an advanced thermal design, keeps the system
cool and responsive.

Software: Microsoft Windows 10 Pro 64 bit

Storage: SSD M.2 2230 PCIe/NVMe Class 35 up to 1TB or SED SSD M.2 2230
PCIe/NVMe Class 35 256GB
Graphics card: Intel Wi-Fi 6 AX201 2x2 .11ax 160MHz + Bluetooth 5.1

Dual drives with SSD options including NVMe PCIe.

Graphics: Qualcomm Snapdragon X20 LTE-A (DW5821e)

Also features a Networking Gigabit Ethernet, along with 2x2 WiFi antennas for
reliable, efficient connection; plus its SmartByte ensures smooth streaming.

Starting weight: 1.4kg (Laptop) | 1.5kg (2-in-1)

USPs
The Latitude 9510 features Dell Optimizer, an AI that learns and responds to the
way you work, to automatically improve application performance, battery life and
audio settings in the background.
The Latitude 9510 has up to 34 hours of battery life.
The speakerphone, high quality top-firing speakers and Waves Maxx Audio are
tuned for an in-person conference experience.
Choose Intel Wi-Fi 6 (Gig+) for nearly three times faster speeds and next-gen
security to PCs and wireless networks.
The Latitude 9510 is lightweight and portable, and weighs 1.4kg as a laptop, and
is also available as a 2-in-1.
The 15.0 InfinityEdge screen provides maximum working area in a 14” size, with
a camera shutter option for privacy.
The Latitude 9510 is the first 10th Gen Intel Project Athena-verified commercial
PC to offer businesses the performance, manageability and built-in security
features while providing the foundation for future technology advancements.
To keep the system cool, it uses two heat pipes and carbon blade fans for
quietness. Additionally, an adaptive thermal response ensures the PC is cooler
on one's lap than when on a desk.
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Early commitment vital
for S/4 migration
The SAP S/4 HANA migration deadline has moved to 2027, however, SAP users
are already planning for their migration. For the mega SAP users, seven years isn’t
much time to prepare and complete the migration.
This is particularly true for entities like banks, which have so many
divisions that run individual instances of SAP that it is too massive
to migrate all of them together. More than 400 clients across
Africa need to migrate to S/4 before 2027, and this requires a
staggered plan executed over the years to come.
According to Lucy Mathosa, BCX managing executive SAP CoE,
the impact of Covid-19 may cause the delay of new migrations in
favour of fulfilling operational and managed service functions. She
stresses that companies should consider the new functionality if it
has an immediate impact on an increase in profitability, especially
in the current pandemic.
“Delays coupled with the revised date of 2027 makes it the
perfect time to plan, and now is the time to engage with BCX
on vital roadmap activities. The S/4 migration is a journey that
requires pre-planning and readiness assessments. Any new
developments need to be properly considered and assessed to
ensure future compatibility into the S/4 environment, and also to
avoid duplication of effort for functionality that is already included
as standard in the new S/4 solution.
“This applies even when an enterprise anticipates delaying its
migration.”
Mathosa believes companies should consider the cost of
developing or enhancing their existing SAP systems, when their
efforts could be better spent on planning the migration, to take
advantage of the many new features and functionalities. .

Partnerships

“We are ready for this transition up to 2027 and beyond, and
have ensured that our SAP consultants have been certified in S/4.
We have already done successful S/4 implementations and have
an additional four clients that have started the process. Besides
certifying our own SAP team, BCX has strategic partners in place
so that we ensure we do not fall short of capacity.”
“The migration to S/4 before 2027 will require a concerted
collaborative effort in partnerships. Also, with the amount of
enterprises that need to move and the entities able to assist with
this, without early commitment, they may simply have to join the
queue,” she concludes.

www.bcx.co.za

Lucy Mathosa,
BCX

BCX is a SAP outsourcing operations and gold partner,
as well as a value-added reseller, certified to build, sell,
service, and implement SAP solutions to all industries.
It is a SAP Service Alliance partner, certified hosting
partner, certified cloud services partner, certified partner
of the Centre of Excellence for SAP Software Support,
and certified HANA operations services partner.
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RCT MegaPower universal AC
Power Banks
RRP:

RCT MP-PB54AC R3 499, RCT MP-PB80AC R4 499 ex VAT

Distributor:Rectron
Date of availability:

Available now

Specifications

Precision 5750 Workstation

Brand:Dell
RRP: 
Distributor(s):
Date of availability: 

Starting from R45 500
Tarsus, Axiz, Drive Control, Pinnacle
Available now

Specifications
Display: 17", WLED UHD+, 3840 x 2400, 60Hz, anti-reflection and anti-smudge,
touch display, ETE Glass, Adobe 100% min, 500 nits, HDR400, WVA
Processor: Up to 10th Generation Intel Core i9-10885H, 16MB Cache, 8 cores,
2.40GHz to 5.30GHz, 45W, vPro. Up to Intel Xeon W-10885M, 16MB Cache, 8
cores, 2.40GHz to 5.30GHz, 45W, vPro
Graphics: Up to NVIDIA Quadro RTXTM 3000, 6GB, GDDR6 (VR and AI Ready)
Storage: Support for two M.2 storage devices with RAID options up to 4TB (2 x
M.2 2280, 2 TB, Gen 3 PCIe x4 NVMe, Class 50 SSD)
Exterior: Integrated light-sensitive IR video webcam; 4 x USB 3.2 Gen 2 Type-C
port with Thunderbolt 3 and Aluminium Chassis

Output ports: 2 x USB Type A (5.0V DC 3.4A Max Total), 1 x USB Type C (5.0V
DC 3.1A)
Output AC sockets: 2 x Universal AC Socket (230V AC, Total 200W Max –
Modified Sinewave)
Storage: battery capacity RCT MP-PB54AC (3.4V DC 53600mAh – 160Wh), RCT
MP-PB80AC (3.6V DC 80000mAh – 288Wh)
Exterior: digital LED charge status indicator
Charger and protective bag is included

USPs
Unlike traditional power banks, the RCT Megapower Universal AC Power Bank
has two universal power sockets that work with any electronics with a two-pin
230V AC plug up to 200W.
The power bank has similar capacity to traditional 2000VA and 3000VA UPS but
in a portable compact size.
It can run a WiFi router and Fibre terminal setup (30W) for 4.5 hours (54K) or 8
hours (80K), or a 32" LED TV (50W), (3 hours 54K) and (7 hours 80K).
RCT Megapower Universal AC Power Bank can be used to charge tablets and
phones on the go like a traditional power bank with the added benefits of being
able to charge a notebook PC as well.

USPs
The new 5750 is the thinnest, smallest and lightest 17” workstation for creative
and design applications.
It features an HDR400, four-sided InfinityEdge, 16:10 aspect ratio display, as well
as diamond cut sidewalls and machined speaker grills.
With the IR camera, you get ExpressSign-in, it identifies you when you walk up,
waking your workstation and getting you ramped up quickly. It will also lock your
screen when you walk away for an added layer of security.
With its 10th Gen Intel Core and Xeon, up to 8-core processors, the performance
of up to NVIDIA Quadro RTXTM 3000 (6GB) graphics, 64GB of 2933MHz
memory (with ECC memory options), 4TBs of storage with RAID options, and
also 4 Type C Thunderbolt ports enables super-fast data transfers. The 5750 is
even ready for VR and AI.
Advanced thermal technologies are essential to the smaller designed systems to
providing more performance than the previous generation.
Internal designs from dual output fans and dual heat pipes to hidden exhaust
venting through the hinge, keep the system running cool and quietly while
tackling intensive workloads.
Precision workstations feature Dell Optimiser for Precision, which uses AI to
learn how you work and adapts to your style to create a smarter, more-personal
experience.
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AWS reaches
into Africa
Local organisations have already been hooked by AWS, and, within a short
space of time, they are plugging into AWS or endorsing its technology.

By Admire Moyo

outh African organisations
have wasted no time plugging
into Amazon Web Services
(AWS) datacentres, which the
US-based company switched
on in Cape Town earlier this year.
Organisations had been eagerly awaiting
the local presence of AWS datacentres since
2018, when the company announced plans
to open shop in South Africa.
It was, however, beaten by Microsoft,
which opened two local datacentre
regions in 2019, becoming the first global

S
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hypserscaler to deliver cloud services from
datacentres on the African continent.
The AWS Africa (Cape Town) Region
has three Availability Zones. AWS Regions
are composed of Availability Zones, which
each comprise of one or more datacentres
and are located in separate and distinct
geographic locations with enough distance
to reduce the risk of a single event affecting
business continuity, yet near enough to
provide low latency for high availability
applications. Each Zone has independent
power, cooling and physical security and is
connected via redundant, ultra-low-latency
networking.

This means developers, startups
and enterprises, as well as government
departments, educational institutions and
non-profit organisations can run their
applications and serve end-users in Africa
with even lower latency and leverage
advanced AWS technologies.

Elevating partner status

Systems integrator Dimension Data now
has AWS Advanced Consulting Partner
status, and said it expected synergies would
be unlocked as the hyperscaler now has
regions in Bahrain and Cape Town, and edge
locations in Johannesburg, Nairobi, Kenya

and Dubai, matching the territories of the
NTT company.
As an Advanced Consulting Partner,
DD will combine its migration, automation,
application DevOps and managed services
skills to help organisations access AWS
services such as IoT, AI, machine learning,
advanced analytics, mobile and cognitive
services.
As a Direct Connect partner with more
than 20 points of presence for AWS Direct
Connect globally, DD will be providing multiGbps fibre connectivity to the AWS Africa
Region from its datacentres, client premises
and MPLS and SD-WAN networks.
This will ensure the high performance
of latency-sensitive applications, while
decreasing the total cost of cloud ownership.
Vodacom also has Advanced Consulting
Partner status and said Vodacom Business
would now expand AWS services such as big
data, AI and machine learning to clients.
It has selected AWS as its primary cloud
provider and is migrating the core of its
information services landscape, including
over 4 000 workloads, to the AWS Cloud.
As a result, Vodacom will be able to
increase the automation of services and
business processes.

Build it and they will come

As soon as AWS announced the local
facilities, vendor-neutral datacentre solutions
provider Teraco moved to build its second
datacentre in Cape Town in anticipation of a
surge in traffic.
Teraco has been an AWS Direct Connect
partner since 2017 and AWS Direct Connect
is available in Teraco’s Johannesburg and
Cape Town datacentre facilities. There
are over 250 network providers at these
facilities. The connect service is accessible
via a direct cross-connect within Teraco
through the Africa Cloud Exchange platform.
According to Teraco, this platform offers
predictable, high-performance, SLA-based
connections, and is a good place to build
cloud and on-premises hybrid architecture
solutions. It also points out that clients’
sovereignty requirements are now moot.

Cheaper, better

Other local companies that have hooked
into AWS include Artificial intelligence (AI)
startup DataProphet and bioinformatics tech
company Hyrax Biosciences.
AI-as-a-Service startup DataProphet
believes the new AWS datacentres will
help it provide its customers with improved
efficiencies, high data security, increased
response times and regulatory compliance
capabilities.
DataProphet enables manufacturers
within the automotive, casting and wheel

FRANS
CRONJE,

DataProphet
fabrication industries to implement
autonomous manufacturing.
While it has been utilising AWS services for
a while − including Amazon EC2, Amazon S3,
Amazon Route 53 and Amazon CloudFront
− the company says it will be migrating to
additional services to scale its infrastructure
to meet high demand without degrading the
user experience.
“As a company that relies heavily on the
leading cloud services of AWS, the new
datacentres will provide our customers and
engineers with the highest levels of security,
availability, compliance and data protection,”
says CEO and co-founder Frans Cronje.
Through its AI-powered platform,
PRESCRIBE, a proprietary technology that
runs on AWS, DataProphet says it will help
customers around the world with improved
product quality outputs, and reduce costs by
an average of 40%.
Hyrax Biosciences specialises in highperformance web services that analyse
DNA for infectious diseases to conduct
accurate and cost-effective drug-resistance
tests. It says AWS is playing a crucial role
in the accuracy, speed and efficiency of the
Covid-19 testing process. It has also recently
released a software tool to detect mutations
in the genome of the coronavirus.
The Hyrax Biosciences Exatype SARSCOV-2, a genotyping tool used globally for
SARS-COV-2 genotyping, runs on the AWS
cloud to track the evolution of the virus as
it spreads.

AWS history in SA
The relationship between AWS and South Africa
dates back to 2004 when the company opened
a development centre in Cape Town that focuses
on building pioneering networking technologies,
next generation software for customer support,
and the technology behind Amazon EC2.

Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2) is a part
of Amazon’s cloud-computing platform that
allows users to rent virtual computers on which
to run their own applications.

In 2015, AWS continued its expansion, opening
an office in Johannesburg, and in 2017, it
brought the Amazon Global Network to Africa
through AWS Direct Connect. The following
year, it introduced Amazon CloudFront to South
Africa, with two new edge locations in Cape
Town and Johannesburg.

After the Cape Town datacentre launch in April,
AWS now spans 73 Availability Zones within 23
geographic regions around the world, and it also
announced plans for 12 more Availability Zones
across four more AWS Regions in Indonesia,
Italy, Japan, and Spain.
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The big interview

Covid

and the case for

digital
transformation
It’s been a turbulent quarter. How did distributor Tarsus fare?

ary Pickford, chief commercial
officer at Tarsus Distribution,
is looking remarkably wellcoiffured on the Zoom call for
a man who’s technically not
been allowed to visit a barber during the
months-long lockdown. He says his wife,
who owns a salon, cut his hair. He’s also
looking curiously relaxed after the seismic
shifts that have rocked the distribution
business in South Africa, and, indeed,
around the world. He puts this down to a
‘magical’ couple of days off, and says he
turned off his computer at 5pm on a Friday,
and only switched it on again on Tuesday
afternoon to catch up on mail before
returning to work on Wednesday.
He and other managers have recently been
‘nudging’ staff to put in for a few days’ leave,
many of whom – immersed as never before
in technology – hadn’t taken a proper break
this year.
Pickford has been at Tarsus for 19 years
of the company’s 33-year existence, and
says while there have been ‘ups and downs’,
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nothing could have prepared him
and his fellow executives for the
unique set of conditions presented by
Covid-19.
“The only thing that we know for
sure is that there is no normal. It's
gone. And the new industry, at least
for us at Tarsus, is going to be more
digitally oriented than it was before.”
He says this shift to digital had
indeed been on the cards, but like many
organisations around the world, Tarsus
straddled the transactional and digital worlds.
“You actually have to put both feet in the
digital camp and digitally transform your
business intentionally. Otherwise, you're not
going to transform fast enough. And Covid
came along and just accelerated that.”

»

By Matthew Burbidge

“We felt that Covid belonged
to China; it wasn't going to
travel across the world.”

Lockdown blues

I ask Pickford to take a step back, and before
getting into the changes the pandemic
wrought on the business in general, and
Tarsus in particular, describe how it managed
the lockdown.
He says before lockdown day in South
Africa of March 29, it had already started

noticing manufacturing constraints,
particularly centred around Wuhan.
“We came back in January from our
holiday to a huge amount of hardship because
a whole lot of our purchase orders that we'd
placed in November and December were
not shipping because Covid had hit China
properly,” he remembers. Manufacture had
ground to a halt in China as the country
embarked on its severe lockdown.
In hindsight, he says, he and his executives
were living in a ‘fool’s paradise’.
“We felt that Covid belonged to China;
it wasn't going to travel across the world.
And all we were concerned with was how
we were going to get stock out of China,
and onto planes and ships so that we could

GARY
PICKFORD,

Tarsus
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The big interview

“You actually have to put both
feet in the digital camp and
digitally transform your business
intentionally. Otherwise, you're not
going to transform fast enough.”
get stock to supply our market because,
you know, business for us is going to be
absolutely perfect,” he says with a measure
of irony.
Then, the ‘perfect storm’ appeared in the
form of a weakening rand in March, and the
downgrading of the country by Moody’s.
As the clock ticked down to lockdown
at the end of March, he says there was
‘massive panic buying, because corporates
and consumers realised that if they didn’t
place the orders then, the product was going
to be a hell of lot more expensive by the time
it arrived’.
All the stock in the South African channel
was sold. “They literally cleaned out our
cupboards,” he says, adding that at the same
time, there wasn’t any more stock arriving
from China.
The lockdown arrived, and as though
frozen in time, the country sealed its borders
and business ground to a halt. In April, he
says, ‘absolutely nothing happened’.
“Overnight,” he remembers, “we were
exposed to these new rules that you had to
implement in an organisation that was now
working from home.”
In the case of Tarsus, about 500 people
were sent home, and the executive team, like
every team the world over, had to quickly
reappraise its business model. Disaster
recovery plans were dusted off, but there
was no time for testing them. These plans
also had to be rolled out to all staff, and not
just a select few.
In any event, within three or four days,
the entire organisation was up and running
remotely. And, he mentions, this was still the
case on the day this interview took place in
June, 82 days into the lockdown.
But despite the speed of implementing
home work, Tarsus lost a month’s turnover,
‘and we can't recover from that in the
coming months’.

Signs of life

Meanwhile, the ICT sector was one of the
first industries allowed back under Level
Four lockdown rules. This allowed it to begin
trading from the end of April, although it only
did a small percentage – about 10% – of what
it normally sees in that month.
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There was, however, a quick recovery
in May and June, driven in part by pent-up
demand, as well as the requirements of those
working from home.
He says there has been a great demand
for notebooks, and as one of the company’s
focus areas, it has been beneficial for it.
There are also a number of larger projects in
its pipeline involving products and solutions

for enterprises, many of which were invoiced
in May and June. This demand, he says, does
now appear to be tapering off.
Demand in retail and among consumers
remains buoyant and is holding momentum.
Employees in almost all industries, should
they be able, continue to work from home,
and many students have shifted to studying
at home. He sees this consumer demand

Tarsus
warehouse
stretching ‘deep into August’, and possibly
September.
The supply chain has also largely recovered,
and he says it’s almost back to normal.
“China was obviously the first to be impacted
negatively and most of the factories are there.
But at the same time, China was the first
country to come out of Covid and get ‘back to
work’,” he says, adding the parentheses.

Challenges remain. Cargo space on aircraft
is now at a premium, and planes are not
flying as frequently as in the past. And, he
says: “There are very few flights that are
taking place in this direction.”
The only option has been to take to the
seas, which brings its own challenges.
“There are a lot of ships coming our way. If
you just look into our harbours in Durban and

Cape Town, there are many ships sitting with
tonnes and tonnes of containers, waiting to
unload stuff because all of the freight into South
Africa was diverted from air to sea freight.”
Ports have been particularly congested
because they were also locked down at Level
Five.
He says it takes between three to four
weeks for stock to travel from the factory
Q3 2020 |
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War room

Pickford says that within the first 10 days of
lockdown, a digital ‘war room’ was formed.
Six executives, from six different locations
around the country, met every single day.
First, they concentrated on the safety and
health of the company’s employees. “We
weren’t really focussed on anything else, not
even ourselves. All we wanted to do was
make sure the staff were safe and working
from home with the tools they needed to
service the reseller channel.”
And it appeared to work. He says once he
and his fellow executives got over the ‘crazy
fear’ that the digital platforms they were
using wouldn’t be able to cope, a measure of
calm was restored.
“Within 10 days, the business was running
as smoothly as it had run when we were in
the physical office in Woodmead.”
With the business stabilised, the executive
team then decided to do some fact-finding.
They knew things were never going to be
the same once the lockdown lifted, but didn’t
have all the answers, and so they turned to
the channel.
As he says: “In a crisis, the best answer
comes from a collective.”
Over two weeks, they had online meetings
with about 50 partners, all of whom have
been in the business for anything between
one and four decades.
They quickly realised there were some
things beyond their control, such as at the
lost month of revenue, and a contraction in
the economy of between 6% and 10%. What
remained in its control was its response,
which led to some radical decisions.
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“We realised that our digital tools had
allowed us to pivot very quickly into a work
from home environment successfully, and
we knew that the world was going to be very
difficult and tough.”
He says it was clear the company would
need to be ‘reshaped’, and it decided to
accelerate its digital strategy.
He says the executive team had been
talking about its digital strategy for at least
two years, but change is hard for a decadesold transactional business. Enter Covid-19.
“What Covid taught us is to let go of
our fear and embrace the change. Digital
transformation is probably the only way
we’re going to be able to manoeuvre in a
very difficult economic environment. At the
same time – to continue to add value as a
distributor – we are going to have to drive

efficiency into ourselves and our partners
so that they can deliver a better value
proposition to the end-customer.”
He says it ‘pulled the trigger’ on its digital
plans halfway through April, and two months
later, he’s emeshed in the restructuring of the
company.

Digital transformation by any name

I ask Pickford what form digital
transformation has taken at Tarsus, because
it’s a nebulous term, and can mean different
things to organisations on different paths.
He says that luckily, Tarsus didn’t need to
start from scratch, and had already started
investing in the digitisation of its warehouse
a couple of years back. Other areas of the
business had also benefitted, such as the use
of robotics in its shipping department.

»

in China to the roller-shutter door in
Johannesburg, and that’s if it clears customs
without any hitches.
In fact, he says, the industry narrowly
escaped disaster. While South Africa was
locked down, China wasn’t, and had begun to
send freight via sea in April.
“While we were in lockdown, the stock
was on its way to us. If the lockdown in our
industry had been extended, it would have
been a calamity because the amount of stock
that was starting to pile up at our ports that
was destined for the tech industry was worth
millions and millions of dollars.”
Over two weeks in May, he says about two
months’ worth of stock was distributed.
“So it was very good timing and good
coordination between the vendor and
the distribution channel and the reseller
partners that I think allowed for such a large
amount of invoicing to take place in May in
the local industry.”

“What Covid taught us is to let go of our fear and
embrace the change.”

IN FOCUS
goods timeously, and at more or less the
same price as they’re all buying the same
stock from the same factories.
What resellers do spend time on, however,
is procurement, and especially when the
wrong product is delivered.
This ‘correcting the incorrect delivery, or
correcting the incorrect spec’ means that
the product has to be returned and a new
product shipped. Delivery, in South Africa,
often results in lost or damaged goods.
He says most of their customers spend
vast amounts of time trying to work out
which piece of hardware will be the best fit
for a particular job, and ‘spend their lives on
the phone trying to rectify slow or incorrect
deliveries’.
“The speed at which I can resolve these
queries is directly proportional to allowing
the skills inside my business to be focused
on the customer, and not focused on manual
processes that could be done by a machine.”
For example, if a customer places an
order for a notebook, the only value a Tarsus
salesperson can provide is capturing the
order on another platform. There’s also a high
risk of the incorrect details being captured, or
of miscommunication.
A digital platform has put paid to many of
these problems. The salesperson, meanwhile,
is now freed up to engage with customers on
more complex solutions.
He says its ecommerce portal is perhaps
the most significant improver of customer
service, and gives them all the information
about a particular product. When they order it
directly, there’s a greater chance it’s going to
be what they need.
Pickford also has some ideas around
improving working capital efficiency,
restructuring costs, and improving margins.
Again, the answer lies in the word ‘digital’,
which promises great cost savings. This,
however, he repeats, means leaving the old
transactional world behind.
“Everybody in the distribution space has
been so focused on reducing cost over the
years that you reach a plateau, and until you
invest in digital tools, you're going to struggle
to eke out more savings in your business.
“Working capital pressure is probably
the biggest burden on distributors in South
Africa. We are at the furthest point of the
supply chain for most of the factories we
deal with.”
This means that most vendors expect
distributors in South Africa to carry a
disproportionately high volume of stock in
relation to the size of the marketplace.
This makes it imperative to integrate
digitally with vendors, enabling a measure
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It had also started investing in its
ecommerce distribution portal, allowing
orders to be placed any time of the day or
night without having to speak to an agent in a
call centre.
He says this has seemed to work, digitising
separate streams which then flow together
and carry the firm into a new way of doing
business. He emphasises, again, that it was
Covid that had prompted the business to
move with such speed.
But while parts of the business were being
modernised hither and thither, it also needed
to translate into real business outcomes lest it
become an exercise in investing in digital for
digital’s sake.
He says distribution is a low margin
business, and is probably in the ‘most
aggressive’ part of the tech products supply
chain. He reckons that it’s also the distributor
that carries the most margin pressure, and all
distributors have thus paid attention to stripping
unnecessary costs from the value chain.
What this all means is that Tarsus is
now better able to focus on improving the
customer experience.
He says there’s little to distinguish one
distributor from another; most deliver their

“We realised that
our digital tools
had allowed us to
pivot very quickly
into a work from
home environment
successfully, and we
knew that the world
was going to be very
difficult and tough.”
of forecasting to take place. It’s also getting
more frequent deliveries from suppliers
because it’s better able to forecast the stock
it requires. This has improved its working
capital outlook immensely.

Human cost

Much of the cost among distributors is
human cost, he says, and, unfortunately, the
company has had to ‘restructure and realign’
with its new digital direction. This has led to
some retrenchments, mainly focussed on the
transactional part of the business.
“It’s unfortunate, particularly in the current
environment, but we were left with no choice.
After you've lost a month's worth of revenue,
you need to be a little bit fitter and leaner,
going into difficult economic times.”
He won’t say exactly how many employees
lost their jobs, but that it amounted to about
10% of its workforce.
He says it also measures ‘just about
everything’ in the business, and the whole
management team is confronted with a
dashboard every time they open their
laptops. This will include things like debtors
days, working capital, revenue and margin,
for example. The executive team is also
able to gauge the performance of the its
warehouse and efficiency of delivery with
other warehouses in the world running the
Manhattan SCALE warehouse management
software
He says this measurement is the one of
which he’s most proud.
“Even as a little South African distributor,
we're very proud of the fact that our
warehouse automation system has allowed
us to deliver to global best practice
standards.”
Q3 2020 |
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A deeper focus on digital
transformation

Advertorial

Technologically speaking, we live
in an exciting time, with digital
transformation in full swing, and the
endless possibilities of the cloud and
new concepts like artificial intelligence
(AI) and the Internet of Things (IoT)
coming to the fore.

It’s clear that fuelled by these new technologies, digital
transformation is growing and evolving at a pace never seen
before, suggests Willie Jansen van Rensburg, the new Microsoft
Executive at Axiz.
“Having been involved in various sessions during the recent
Microsoft Inspire event, I think I can safely say that when it
comes to remaining at the forefront of the industry, the channel
is responding to this rapid industry evolution at an amazing
pace,” he says.
“A good example is how quickly and easily the majority of
businesses adapted to the idea of ‘remote working’. The speed
at which this new approach was accepted indicates that we
are ready to begin moving towards the next step, which is a
world of ‘remote everything’.”
At the same time, he points out, the pandemic means
the world faces challenging times, adding that this pushes
businesses to think differently and to be more creative in what
they do and how they apply themselves.
Having previously headed up the Virtualisation Business Unit
and Channel Business Development at Axiz – and before that
serving as head of Citrix Consulting Services in South Africa
– he says that this new world where remote work becomes a
part of the norm depends upon how successfully the cloud is
implemented and adopted. To this end, he adds, one of the best
kept secrets in Axiz is that of AxizCloud.
“This is designed to deliver various digital, cloud and
consumption services, via the AxizDigital platform, to many
of our partners and their end-customers. What I think is really
special is the ecosystem of Independent Software Vendors
(ISVs) within the AxizCloud Services portfolio, the maturity of
the AxizDigital platform and our focus on ensuring the best

Willie Jansen van
Rensburg, Microsoft
Executive at Axiz

and highest levels of services and solutions for our vendors,
partners and their customers.
“What is also vitally important is how we work closely together
in this partnership to ensure the best services and solutions
for our partners and their customers. Business transformation,
powered by technology and services, is key to our relationship
with the channel going forward. Through our Cloud-as-a-Service
model (CaaS) within AxizCloud, we are able to assist partners
in the channel with Microsoft Cloud discussions, as well as
Microsoft-specific technical and consulting services. These
include Cloud Transformation services and AxizCloud technical
consulting services linked to other Microsoft ISVs.”
Looking ahead, Jansen van Rensburg says that while he
has only been in the role for a short time, he already sees this
long-standing partnership between Microsoft and Axiz getting
even stronger.
“As the new Microsoft Executive at Axiz, I am really looking
forward to the challenge and of being part of the team that
takes Axiz, Axiz Advanced Services and AxizCloud Services
to the next level and phase of digital, cloud consumption and
services for our partners and vendors. Ultimately, all I can say is
‘watch this space’! I believe it’s going to be brilliant,” concludes
Jansen van Rensburg.

www.axiz.com/microsoft-csp | 011 2377128 | MicrosoftCSP@axiz.com
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Cloud

Public cloud revenue to
grow 6.3% in 2020
Desktop-as-a-Service sees significant growth this year as enterprises
seek to support remote work and drive cost optimisation.
By Matthew Burbidge

he global public cloud services
market is forecast to grow
6.3% in 2020 to $257.9 billion,
up from $242.7 billion in 2019,
says Gartner.
Desktop-as-a-Service (DaaS) is expected
to have the most significant growth in 2020,
increasing 95.4% to $1.2 billion. DaaS offers
an inexpensive option for organisations that
are supporting the surge of remote workers
and their need to securely access enterprise
applications from multiple devices and
locations.
“When the Covid-19 pandemic hit,
there were a few initial hiccups, but cloud
ultimately delivered exactly what it was

T

supposed to,” says Sid Nag, research vice
president at Gartner. “It responded to
increased demand and catered to customers’
preference of elastic, pay-as-you-go
consumption models.”
Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) remains
the largest market segment and is forecast
to grow to $104.7 billion in 2020. The
continued shift from on-premises licence
software to subscription-based SaaS
models, in conjunction with the increased
need for new software collaboration tools
during Covid-19, is driving SaaS growth.
The second largest market segment is
cloud system infrastructure services –
Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) – which
is forecast to grow 13.4% to $50.4 billion in
2020. The effects of the global economic
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“When the Covid-19 pandemic hit, there were a
few initial hiccups, but cloud ultimately delivered
exactly what it was supposed to.”
Sid Nag, Gartner

downturn are intensifying organisations’
urgency to move off legacy infrastructure
operating models.
Public cloud services are the one bright
spot in the outlook for IT spending in 2020.
Cloud spending in many regions is expected
to grow rapidly as economies reopen and
more normal economic activity resumes,
with regions such as North America
expecting to return to higher spending levels
as early as 2022.
“The use of public cloud services offers
CIOs two distinct advantages during the
Covid-19 pandemic: cost scale with use
and deferred spending,” says Nag. “CIOs
can invest significantly less cash upfront by
utilising cloud technology rather than scaling
up on-premises datacentre capacity or
acquiring traditional licensed software.
“Any debate around the utility of public
cloud has been put aside since the onset
of Covid-19. For the remainder of 2020,
organisations that expand remote work
functionality will prioritise collaboration
software, mobile device management,
distance learning educational solutions and
security, as well as the infrastructure to
scale to support increased capacity.”

Worldwide public cloud service revenue forecast (Millions of US dollars)
2019

2020

2021

2022

Cloud Business Process Services (BPaaS)

45.212

43.438

46.287

49.509

Cloud Application Infrastructure Services (PaaS)

37.512

43.498

57.337

72.022

102.064

104.672

120.990

140.629

Cloud Management and Security Services

12.836

14.663

16.089

18.387

Cloud System Infrastructure Services (IaaS)

44.457

50.393

64.294

80.980

616

1.203

1.951

2.535

242.697

257.867

306.948

364.062

Cloud Application Services (SaaS)

Desktop as a Service (DaaS)

Total Market
Gartner (July 2020)
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The Hustle

To unlock spend,
work smarter

NICOLE
HONEY,
ThinkSales Global

How to navigate our new way of working? Look inward, for starters.
By Tracy Burrows

mid restrictions on movement
and massive economic
fallouts, every business is
under pressure to sell more
to survive. But blindly chasing
numbers is not likely to work. Instead,
businesses need to be more strategic,
organised and collaborative in their
approaches.
This is according to Nicole Honey, MD
of ThinkSales Global, a revenue growth
management consultancy.
Honey notes that the days of sales
executives relying on charisma to win deals is
long gone, and pitches that may have worked
in the past may no longer resonate now that
businesses across the board are slashing
spending and possibly facing closure.
“Everyone is under pressure – from
customers to sales teams, to sales

A
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managers,” she says. “If you consider the
psychological impact of the Covid-19 fallout
through the lens of Maslow’s Hierarchy of
Needs model, we are all on the second tier,
focused on safety. So clients grappling with
business uncertainty are highly motivated by
risk management, not spending.”
To unlock spend in this uncertain
environment, it becomes crucial to be able to
show value, says Honey. “Sales teams under
pressure should not simply be making more
calls and sending more mails: they should be

»

taking a strategic approach to sales, carrying
out due diligence into their markets, refining
their value propositions and working in a
more lean and agile way.”

Practical approaches to smarter
sales
Review your value proposition

The worst thing sales teams can do in this
environment is think that increasing activity
levels is the solution, says Honey. “It’s
counter-productive to phone more people

“It’s counter-productive to phone more
people in a panic, without first designing the
value conversation.”
Nicole Honey, ThinkSales Global

»
“Sales executives working from home, under pressure
and facing more rejections, may start lacking the ability
to focus, and productivity will suffer.”
Nicole Honey, ThinkSales Global

in a panic, without first designing the value
conversation. Sales leaders must assist their
teams to focus on how they pivot, how to
better understand customer challenges and
align their offering, and they need to regularly
revisit the question of whether their offering
is still valid.”
The foundation to sales success now is
a solid value proposition, says Honey. Sales
teams, led by management and in partnership
with marketing, need to clearly define their
most compelling offerings and differentiators,
and tailor them to address customer
challenges.
Sales must offer customer-centric
solutions with demonstrable value that are
relevant in today’s environment, and they
must be supported in communicating these
value propositions with scripts, emails,
marketing content and case studies.

Focus on your ‘best opportunity to
win’ prospects

Having fine-tuned the company’s value
proposition, sales should focus their attention
on a select group of prospects – the top-tier
customers. “In the Covid-19 environment,
these are the customers where you have the
best opportunities to compete and the best
opportunities to win, prioritising prospects
in sectors that have the highest degree of
insulation from the economic impacts of
the pandemic. Sales managers must rank
customers and ensure their sales execs are
devoting most of their time and energy to
these opportunities,” says Honey.
“Put extra effort into tailoring your approach
and designing highly customised messaging
that speaks directly to these prospects,
considering their unique challenges given their
specific sectors, roles, business size or focus.
Generic messaging is not enough.”

Hold daily stand-up meetings to
review and refine your pitch

Sales organisations should also look to new
approaches to planning, collaboration and
management. Honey recommends instituting

an agile ‘test and learn’ approach with daily
stand-up meetings to get real-time feedback
from sales executives on their interactions
with clients to ensure the value proposition
meets customer needs. Here, strategies can
be adjusted where necessary.

Strengthen sales reps’ time
management

“Managers need to have a good
understanding of where sales people need to
focus their attention, and they must manage
the human dimension,” she says.
“Sales executives working from home,
under pressure, and facing more rejection,
may start lacking the ability to focus, and
productivity will suffer.
"Businesses need to work with teams to
manage time and stress, and help address
anxiety and depression. To help overcome
stress, it’s important for sales teams to have
very structured time management systems
for indicating a timetable of daily and weekly
activities to ensure revenue-generating
activities such as prospecting and account
planning are prioritised, for example.”
Managers must guide their teams to focus
their time and effort on the activities that will
yield the greatest return.

Build a strong self-management
capability

Honey points to self-management as the
number one core competency required for
navigating the Covid-19 environment.
“Self-management is a term that
encompasses internal motivation, an
internal locus of control and a high sense of
proactivity. These factors combined give a
sales executive an advantage over their peers
when it comes to being agile in the face of
change, and coping with negative external
factors and personal stress,” she says.
Honey notes that Canada’s Self
Management Group has conducted over
10 million sales-specific psychometric
assessments, and identified self-management
as the single most predictive attribute of top
performers. It’s also linked to an ability to
manage stress. “Self-management is a key
survival skill for remote working,” she says.
“There is a paradox when it comes
to self-management, however. Where
individuals are not natural ‘self-managers’,
it’s incumbent on the manager to develop
strong systems to change behaviour over
time. Managers should focus on building
a proactive, resilient, agile and solutionsfocused sales team culture.”
Q3 2020 |
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Driving SA’s automated
post-corona world
Pandemic fallout
enhances Amani
Business’ digitisation
and automation
opportunities.
By Tracy Burrows

hen Amani Business launched
just over two years ago, its
primary focus was on large
enterprise resource planning
(ERP) systems. But within
months, the company noted a significant
shift in enterprise business needs: the more
organisations invested in enterprise systems,
the more resources they needed to run and
support them.
At the same time, a large number of
processes still remained outside of their core
systems and required manual intervention
to capture, manipulate, process, reconcile,
analyse and report data. For Amani Business’
clients in the financial services sector in
particular, this meant an increased total
cost of ownership and unacceptable cost to
income ratio benchmark.
As a former group CIO for Top 40 JSE
listed companies, including two of South
Africa’s big four banks, Amani Business
CEO Thabo Ndlela identified the business
opportunities: enterprises had to digitise

W
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THABO
NDLELA,
Amani Business

"Digital transformation isn’t
just about the technology, it’s
really about understanding
the business problem and
providing a digital solution.”
Thabo Ndlela, Amani Business
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"We’re now seeing a
growing need for digitisation
and automation – in fact,
many people are coming
back to us now, looking to
advance their projects.”
Thabo Ndlela, Amani Business

more, automate manual processes and focus
on smaller targeted solutions to quickly
and effectively address specific business
problems.
Ahead of the market curve at the time,
Amani Business ‘clutched down’ on selling
large enterprise systems, and ‘fired up’ its
process automation business. With strategic
partnerships and acquisitions, such as an
Automation Anywhere gold partnership, the
company adapted its business to help large
enterprises to digitise, organise, optimise
and analyse data. As one of only a handful
of black-owned companies specialising
in AI, Amani Business sees significant
business opportunities in South Africa for the
foreseeable future.
Ndlela’s extensive financial services
and business expertise gives the company
a competitive edge and head-start.
“Digital transformation isn’t just about the
technology, it’s really about understanding
the business problem and providing a digital
solution,” he says.
“Our services essentially encompass
connecting business to digital opportunities
and automating business process for better
results. It’s about data. Data is the new oil of
the digital economy,” he says.
The company now partners with
large enterprises to enhance their digital
transformation journey, by offering
customised digital solutions. “Our customers
are focusing on how to digitally transform
their business, create new products and
services, and enhance customer interaction
through new digital channels,” he says.
With large local enterprises still grappling
with manual business processes and large
numbers of transactions every day, Amani
Business expects robotic process automation

(RPA) and AI to dominate technology
investments for the next 10 years or so.

Fast-tracked transformation

“People have been talking about digital
transformation for some time, but
now they’re actively looking to digital
transformation to turn around their
businesses, manage costs and ensure
business continuity.” The Covid-19 pandemic
catalysed South African enterprises’ move
to digitise and automate, he says.
“Now with Covid-19, everyone has been
forced to digitise. They need to automate
to keep the business running even when
the staff aren’t there, and they are under
pressure to reduce costs. We’re now
seeing a growing need for digitisation and
automation – in fact, many people are
coming back to us now, looking to advance
their projects,” he says.
Ndlela notes that the economic pressures
brought on by the pandemic are threatening
the future of many businesses: “Many can no
longer sustain their cost base, so they want
to automate and improve efficiencies in order
to survive.”
Improving efficiencies is often associated
with reducing full-time employees, which
is not a popular narrative in South Africa
at the moment, Ndlela concedes. However,

he believes the impact of RPA on jobs will
not be as drastic as many fear; in fact, it will
create new opportunities. “RPA reduces
costs because, ultimately, it increases
speed, accuracy and availability of business
processes. In reality, you can only automate
around 30% of what people do. You still need
human engagement and human participation
in business processes, so RPA augments
human workforces, it doesn’t necessarily
replace jobs.”
Among Amani Business’ successes are
enabling a local bank to fully automate their
reconciliation of payment transactions,
performing fraud analytics and automating
finance and procurement operations
processes. These processes, which could
take up hours to execute manually, now
take only a few minutes through RPA, with
improved accuracy and compliance, and at
lower cost.
As South African businesses take up
their digital transformation journey, Ndlela
expects the local market to fuel Amani
Business’ growth for some years to come.
“We’re focusing mainly on robotic process
automation and artificial intelligence for the
financial services, insurance, manufacturing
and healthcare sectors in South Africa.
The local market is large enough to sustain
significant growth,” he says.
Q3 2020 |
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Mimecast

JEREMY
M AT T H E W S ,

M AT T H E W
BURBIDGE,

Panda Security

The Margin

Working from home:

Tales from the frontline
This roundtable was held on day 84 of South Africa’s lockdown. Every single
participant, except The Margin’s host, took part from their homes.
By Matthew Burbidge

Gartner global survey of a few
hundred HR professionals in
mid-April showed that half
of companies had over 80%
of their employees working
remotely during the lockdown. The survey also
said that 41% of employees were likely to work
from home post-pandemic, at least some of
the time. This has forced nearly all businesses

A
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to re-architect their IT infrastructure and
investments. For some, this has expedited
their digital transformation plans, while others
have scaled back their initiatives. It has also
presented myriad opportunities and challenges
for the channel.
Ian Jansen van Rensburg, lead technologist
at VMware Africa, says long before the
pandemic, there were a number of specialists
at his company working from home.

Now, he says, the ‘in-the-flesh’ interactions
between people is being missed, despite the
now ubiquitous use of platforms such as
Zoom and Microsoft Teams
“The handshake can’t be replaced by a
digital interaction. That’s what I miss the most,
even though a lot of us will be working from
home after the pandemic is over.”
Despite this, he believes vendors will
continue to see customers at their premises.

»
"The handshake can’t
be replaced by a digital
interaction.”
Ian Jansen van Rensburg, VMware

WERNER LINDEMANN,

BCX

Werner Lindemann, chief sales officer at
BCX, says enterprises are now shifting their
infrastructure spend to Device-as-a-Service,
and mentions it has helped a number of banks
move their contact centres, with typically
junior staff members, to virtual settings.
He believes it will be a challenge for
companies to ensure that support staff – those
working in HR and finance, for example – can
work remotely.
He adds that this is new territory for many
organisations, which may have planned for the
inability of staff to access a building, because
of, say, a fire.
“We didn’t plan for everyone to be working
remotely because of a pandemic.”
In respect of digital transformation, he sees
the current era as a watershed moment.
“Our clients are asking us how they can do
things cheaper, faster, and remotely. I think
that if we have the right discussions with our
clients, digital transformation is going to be
expedited.”

Coping mechanism

Alex Russell, MD at EOH Technology
Solutions, believes HR, finance and sales
personnel are going to join distributed and
virtual teams. Many of the firm’s customers
are grappling with the transition to remote
working, and at least at first, many were in
‘crisis mode’.
“Seventy-odd days ago, everyone’s front
office was locked and everyone was told
to go home and work remotely, and many
organisations found they were missing some
core elements, such as devices, apps and files.
The lack of digitisation in many areas caught
them out, and they’ve been focussing on
keeping the lights on. As we’ve moved to this
eased lockdown, we’re going to continue to
work from home.”

K U R T G O O D A L L , Troye

He quotes a Gartner study from March
that predicts that 75% of organisations are
going to have some form of remote working,
and thus it’s going to have to be more
sustainable.
He says organisations are now looking at
additional security and risk management, and
that analytics is going to play a key role in
identifying staff productivity.
“They’re going to have to accelerate these
services to prepare for the next time (there’s
a pandemic), because there is probably going
to be a next time.”
“Before Covid, pandemics and global health
issues were way down at the bottom of the
list. Now, how do we build a sustainable
work-from-anywhere programme?”

He also reckons that workspaces will be
reimagined, and there will be more emphasis
on employee experience.
“Organisations are going to have to ensure
that employees can have the same, if not
better experience, away from the workplace,”
he says, adding that cloud is going to
accelerate that transition.
The Margin: Gartner says it’s a case of
respond, recover, and renew, and that
organisations shouldn’t even think of
bringing staff back to the office without a
re-exit plan.
Mikey Molfessis, a cyber security expert
at Mimecast, says some of its customers,
specifically those with call centre staff now
Q3 2020 |
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S E R O B AT S E ,

SAP Africa

working remotely, have struggled due to a
number of factors, including poor connectivity.
“They were probably working at 50%
capacity.”
He says one of its customers spent over
R2 million on fixing 3G network infrastructure
for people working at home.
“They’d never planned for 100% of their
workforce to work remotely. They’d planned
for 25%.”
A number of customers were also re-

evaluating their security posture.
He says some customers may have
purchased routers from Makro, and then
left them with the default password. Some
employees were also letting their children use
their corporate machines, ‘which opens up a
whole new security discussion’.
“When people were working from the
office, we could control the security from
a central location. Now we have to control
security at a thousand different locations.
That’s a big problem.”
Jeremy Matthews, the regional manager
at Panda Security, says corporate cyber
security now needs to be considered in the
context of device management. Echoing
Molfessis, he says traditional corporate
networks – in the classic WAN, LAN context –
are now ‘defunct and irrelevant’.
“This is a trend that precedes Covid by
some years, but it’s accelerated this process.
You could say that the user has become the
perimeter. All those technologies that people
invested in so heavily were dependent on a
domain, and assumed a nice, closed campus
environment, with a tight WAN and LAN.
That’s all going out the window.”
Users, he says, are now connecting to
cloud applications without going through their
secure corporate network.
“We foresee significant challenges from
a cyber-risk perspective. There’s been a
significant reduction in security posture.
The requirement for advanced security on
the endpoint is crucial, as is the ability to
effectively manage, monitor and maintain
devices without being dependent on those
users connecting on the domain, in other
words, using cloud technologies where the
requirement is internet connectivity.”

Staff in transition

Jacques du Toit, CEO of Vox Telecom, says
more than 40% of staff is going to be working
from home for the foreseeable future.
The lockdown has been a windfall for
the company, with increased demand for
fibre-to-the-home, LTE, as well as APN.
Then, as he says, people started realising
the shortcomings of their home WiFi, as well
as their increased vulnerability to security
breaches.

“It’s been chaotic in a nice sense,” he says.
While staff members have been sent home
with company laptops, these were often
monopolised by children trying to take part in
distance learning.
“We’ve seen some parents phoning up,
saying they can’t attend a meeting because
their kid needs to do an online test. That’s
when you realise there’s a handful of us who
are very privileged: you walk into your study
and close the door, and operate at much
better productivity levels than you’ve ever
done before.”
Some people working from home ‘are
barely making it’, he says. They don’t have a
quiet workspace, and will find a ‘spare room
that they have to chase the kids out of’.
He says 40% to 50% of people ‘are really
battling’.
“They don’t have the environment to
operate in a productive way. Some of the call
centre agents have poor connectivity and a
poor working environment, but we still want
them to be online all the time.”
He believes it’s now the responsibility of
corporates to increase training for employees.
“You’ve got to educate people on how to
transition through this whole process, such as
what to look out for, and what to have in place.
I think companies have jumped into it too
quickly. It was an unknown environment. Our
customers are now turning to us and asking
us to share other companies’ experiences; the
lessons learned and what to look out for.
“We want to fast-track this, but we don’t
know what we don’t know. We’ve taken it
upon ourselves to be a lot more diligent when
it comes to education. The selling of services
and products will come automatically. If a
customer knows the pitfalls, and knows what’s
required, they will end up spending money in
the right area.”
The Margin: A lot of us are working from
home for the first time. It’s a massive
change.
Dorio Bowes, the commercial director at
Westcon-Comstor Sub-Saharan Africa,
says the company has started a fund to
subsidise employees’ connectivity. He adds
that security has become a concern, and

»
“All those technologies that people invested in so heavily were dependent on a
domain, and assumed a nice, closed campus environment, with a tight WAN and
LAN. That’s all going out the window.”
Jeremy Matthews, Panda Security
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“When people were
working from the office,
we could control the
security from a central
location. Now we have
to control security at
a thousand different
locations. That’s a big
problem.”
Mikey Molfessis, Mimecast

JACQUES
D U T O I T , Vox

Telecom

while a company needs to ensure employees
have the right software on their devices,
it also needs to increase security training.
The absence of a VPN may also leave some
vulnerable.
Lillian Serobatse, the head of channel
for Africa at SAP Africa, says some of SAP
Africa’s customers experienced challenges
in rolling out business process automation,
and required immediate solutions. She says
that over the last few months, the endto-end digitising of business processes in

organisations has ‘became very real’.
Channel partners that have seen recent
successes have offered short- and mediumterm solutions to customers that require
fixed costs and scope, and have been able to
roll out the solution quickly.
Pieter Nel, SADC regional head for
Sophos, says a business ‘couldn’t overcommunicate’ to its customers and partners
during the pandemic.
“How do you take your business from onprem to a virtual environment? We’ve seen a

ALEX RUSSELL,

EOH Technology
Solutions

massive spike in VPN use, and new applications
being born, such as web VPN proxies.
“We’ve had to educate a lot of users on
what is best practice. A lot of customers
struggled to move from an on-prem solution to
a cloud solution,” he says.
He also says the AWS local instance launch
in South Africa had come at the right time,
especially for customers that need multiple
servers running.
Troye technical director Kurt Goodall
says it assisted two large organisations that
had to either purchase or hire notebooks
for their staff, and then deliver applications
to those devices. Once that had been done,
the first two weeks saw a flood of calls from

DORIO BOWES,

Westcon-Comstor SubSaharan Africa
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employees who couldn’t connect to some of
these apps.
“They weren’t in the office, and couldn’t
just log a call with IT. They tend to do their
own troubleshooting. Now that they’re familiar
with the system, the call rate has dropped.
Security and education are key to this.”
IAN JANSEN
VA N
RENSBURG,

Innovation is still important

VMware’s Jansen van Rensburg says he
thinks this is the perfect time for companies
to look at new ways to build applications,
where they run them, and how they manage,
connect and protect them.
“Ultimately, it’s about the application. If it
wasn’t for this application (The Margin used
Microsoft Teams to run this roundtable), we
wouldn’t be able to talk to one another.
“Companies need to innovate during this
time of the pandemic.”

VMware Africa

PIETER NEL,

Sophos

The Margin: Let’s extrapolate the
emerging trends under discussion to
the end of this year, and into 2021. How
are you going to be responding to your
customers’ needs, and is that going
to result in any retooling of your own
businesses?

»

Du Toit says Vox has been able to attract
better talent, because remote working has
plenty of advantages, such as not having to
commute, and being able to spend more time
with family.
The lockdown, he says, has also shown
which staff members can work in an
unstructured environment, and which can’t.
“At Vox, we can do with about 30% less staff.
This 30% are undisciplined and are abusing
the situation. We don’t want them on board.
They’ll fall off because they’re going to fall
behind.”
The remaining 70%, meanwhile, are
working harder than ever before “We actually
have to force them to not have meetings at
6:30 in the morning, or six at night.”
Du Toit says a committed employee will also
be eager to provide updates on their progress.
“They’ll call for the meeting; they show their
face, and they can’t wait to engage. You don’t
need to worry about them.”
Conversely, ‘the guys who don’t give you an
update, and whose video camera is off all the
time, those are the individuals you need to be
worried about’.
He says working from home has also
bought about cost savings. There’s no
travelling, and thus no toll fees. Customers
don’t need to be entertained, and operational
costs are being saved at the office.
As for providing staff with printers and an
extra screen, he says they’re saving enough
money as it is, and that a company should just
make sure an employee has a fibre line, and
pay for their security solution.

“I’ll never do those meetings face-to-face again.”
Werner Lindemann, BCX
He says it did a survey in 2016, which
showed that households had between seven
and eight devices connected to their WiFi
network. That has now grown to between 20
and 35 devices per household. “It’s critical
that you have an understanding of how to
manage that deployment. We’ve got seven
times more devices connected; there’s seven
times more risk.”
Russell, from EOH, says the pandemic has
accelerated the work from home movement
by 10 years. “Technologies that were distant
are now at the forefront,” he says, such as
augmented reality, and mentions a company
called spatial.io, which is doing work in this area.
He says he expects organisations to start
measuring digital dexterity
“It’s good to have a toolbox, but if you don’t
know what the tools are, you’re not going to
use them. Organisations are going to have
to look at how to keep employees engaged
in a workspace. How do you remove the
distractions, and how do you drive this ability
to have this work/life harmony?”
Molfessis, from Mimecast, says he expects
that more training will be provided on holding

and participating in virtual meetings. He says
it’s harder to explain a technical point online,
and sometimes, ‘you want to jump up and
start drawing on a whiteboard’.
Are security breaches on the increase?
Nel says Sophos gets calls from customers
every week, and he doesn’t see it slowing
down. The full gamut of attacks is also being
used, including phishing.
Panda’s Matthews says there’s an increased
need for an understanding of user behaviour.
“That’s critical when your workforce
is dispersed. Do you know exactly what
your user is doing, and what applications
they’re working with and what websites
they’re connecting to? We’re going through a
transformation revolution, where the physical
is being replaced by the digital, and this affects
all aspects of life.”
Lindemann from BCX says he’s learned
that it’s much more effective to run a planning
meeting online. The participants’ microphones
are muted, and after a 20-minute presentation,
there’s a further 20 minutes of questions.
“It works like a charm. I’ll never do those
meetings face-to-face again.”
Q3 2020 |
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To pay or not to pay, that is
the ransomware question
While plenty may be paying the ransom, it’s not as simple as just
getting back to business.

By Kirsten Doyle

oughing up the ransom in
an attempt to get bad actors
to restore encrypted data
following a ransomware attack
is far from a quick or cheap fix.
In reality, the full cost of recovery almost
doubles when victim organisations pony up,
says Sophos’ The State of Ransomware 2020
survey, which polled 5 000 IT decisionmakers in businesses across 26 countries
and six continents, namely Europe, the
Americas, Asia-Pacific and central Asia, the
Middle East, and Africa.

C

Clear and present danger

When it came to the average cost of
addressing the impact of ransomware
attacks, factoring in business downtime, lost
orders and operational costs, but excluding
the ransom, it came to $730 000. However,
when the ransom was paid, this average cost
rose to $1.4 million, almost twice as much.
Over a quarter (27%) of those hit by
ransomware confessed to paying the ransom.
In South Africa, 24% of the businesses
surveyed said they had suffered a
ransomware attack in the last year, with 44%
50
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of them saying they expect a ransomware
attack in the future. Generally, just over half
(51%) of all the companies surveyed had
suffered a ‘significant’ ransomware attack
over the past year, a slightly lower number
than the 54% that reported this in 2017.
Around the world, data was encrypted in
nearly three quarters (73%) of successful
attacks, a number that was slightly lower in
South Africa, with 56% reporting this.
Chester Wisniewski, principal research
scientist at Sophos, said businesses might
feel intense pressure to pay the ransom to
avoid damaging downtime. “On the face of it,
paying the ransom appears to be an effective
way of getting data restored, but this is
illusory. Sophos’ findings show that paying the
ransom makes little difference to the recovery
burden in terms of time and cost. This could
be because it’s unlikely that a single magical
decryption key is all that’s needed to recover.”

Back up, back up, back up

Often, says Wisniewski, the malefactors
might share several keys and using them to
restore data then becomes complex and timeconsuming.
The survey also revealed that more than
half (56%) of IT managers surveyed said

they had managed to recover their data from
backups without having to pay up. Around the
world, in only 1% of cases, forking out did not
lead to the recovery of data. However, when it
came to public sector entities, this figure rose
to 5%, and 13% of public sector organisations
surveyed said they never managed to restore
their encrypted data, compared to 6% of the
overall sample.

Turning the screws

But it’s not all doom and gloom for the public
sector. Surprisingly, these organisations
were the least affected by ransomware, with
under half (45%) of those surveyed admitting
to being hit by a significant attack over the
last year. On a global level, it became clear
that attackers were eyeing media, leisure
and entertainment businesses in the private
sector, as 60% of respondents in these
sectors reported attacks.
SophosLabs has also examined the tools,
techniques and procedures of the Maze
ransomware gang. This is a highly advanced
strain of malware and combines data
encryption with data theft and the threat of
exposure. This particular approach, which
Sophos says is now being mimicked by other
ransomware families, such as LockBit, is

CHESTER
WISNIEWSKI,
Sophos

or extortion purposes. Some attackers also
attempt to delete or otherwise sabotage
backups to make it harder for
victims to recover data and
increase pressure on them to
pay. The way to address these
malicious manoeuvres is to
keep backups offline, and use
effective, multi-layered security
solutions that detect and block
attacks at different stages.”
Chester Wisniewski, Sophos

»

designed to pressure the victim into paying
the ransom.
What should companies be doing to
prevent and mitigate ransomware attacks?
According to Wisniewski, while an effective
backup system that enables the business to
restore encrypted data without shelling out the
ransom is crucial, it’s not enough on its own.
“Advanced adversaries like the operators
behind the Maze ransomware don’t just encrypt
files, they steal data for possible exposure

“On the face of it, paying
the ransom appears to be an
effective way of getting data
restored, but this is illusory.”
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Movers and shakers
Keeping you up to date with recent industry appointments.

Compiled by Simon Foulds

Hitachi Vantara appoints new GM
Hitachi Vantara, a wholly owned subsidiary of
Hitachi Ltd, has appointed Dennis Naidoo as GM
and sales director of its South African operation.
Naidoo is tasked with aligning Hitachi
Vantara’s sales and accounts teams and
expanding the company’s footprint to new
territories within South Africa.
“Naidoo brings over 25 years of industry
experience to his new role and we are confident
that his appointment will strengthen our
business considerably,” says Richard Bradbury,
vice president and GM for Hitachi Vantara.

52

New VP for sales and marketing at
Session Telecoms
Session Telecoms has appointed Felicity
Menge as its vice president of sales and
marketing. It says this is aimed at meeting
the burgeoning demand for its offering and
to grow its 200-strong channel partner
base. The appointment was made after the
recent announcement that the company has
successfully integrated Microsoft Teams into
its PortaOne environment for its channel
partners.

Acer appoints Africa GM
Acer has appointed Glenn du Toit as GM for
Africa. Du Toit has experience in operational
management, in-store activations and activity,
and wholesale contractual negotiations.
He has also completed a number of courses,
including ITIL, leading with emotional intelligence,
sales negotiation, retail and omnichannel
management, as well as the fundamentals of
project planning and project management.
Du Toit has been at the company since 2015.

New leader for Accenture Interactive
in Africa

Epson appoints business
development manager

Head of Ericsson South and East
Africa named

Accenture has appointed Haydn Townsend to head
up its Accenture Interactive business in Africa.
Vukani Mngxati, CEO of Accenture in Africa,
says Townsend is an exceptional leader
with solid cross-functional marketing and
advertising experience in areas such as brand
management, sales, activations, digital, social
and sponsorship.
Prior to joining Accenture Interactive,
Townsend was the Group CEO for Wunderman
Thompson.

Epson Europe has appointed Paddy O’Hara
as its new business development manager in
the EMEAR region. He will be responsible for
the development of Epson’s recently launched
external printhead business for customers in
the region.
O’Hara has over 20 years’ experience in
senior technical and commercial development.
Before joining Epson, he worked for Xaar and
Industrial Inkjet and was the sales agents for
Konica Minolta printheads.

Todd Ashton has been appointed as the vice
president and head of Ericsson South and East
Africa. Prior to this, Ashton served as the head
of Ericsson Malaysia, Sri Lanka and Bangladesh
and global customer unit Axiata within Ericsson
in South East Asia Oceania and India.
Fadi Pharaon, president of Ericsson
Middle East and Africa, says Ashton has
demonstrated strong leadership and has
been successful in driving growth in very
competitive environments.
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Oracle
develops
skills
for the
future
Digital skills are now
more essential than
ever, which is exactly
what participants in
Oracle’s Graduate
Leadership Programme
are being schooled in.
By Simon Foulds

he Oracle Graduate Leadership
world, it believes corporate South Africa has
Programme is now in its sixth
a responsibility to develop local practical and
year, and 133 young South
technical skills.
Africans have honed their IT
Two students in this year’s intake spoke to
and leadership skills. Many
The Margin about the programme.
have also secured permanent employment
Chantel Ching, a 2019 graduate, says she’d
with Oracle partner companies or other
grown personally and professionally.
organisations.
“I have learned so much, from soft skills to
The one-year programme combines
technical skills, and have learned to stand out
classroom training with e-learning and on-thefrom the crowd. I have learned how to work
job training.
on parallel projects and tasks at the same
Recruitment is managed through the
time,” she says.
company’s careers page, as well as LinkedIn.
Katlego Lebepe joined the management line
Oracle runs similar programmes in other
of business in April after coming to Oracle for
countries. The local course consists of
the face-to-face interview in March.
consulting skills, a sales boot camp, and a skills
“Shortly after the interview, the lockdown
programme based on NQF levels four and five.
was announced so I haven’t had the opportunity
Sixty students joined the
programme this year. Oracle
South Africa managing director
Niral Patel says the programme
aims to address the skills gap
in the local ICT industry while
creating employment among
the country’s youth.
He says with the highest
unemployment rate in the
Katlego Lebepe

T

“The biggest lesson I’ve learnt
and would perhaps share with
others in need is to reach out
when you’re feeling alone.”

K AT L E G O
LEBEPE,
Oracle Intern

to have the day-to-day work experience or
really meet the other interns as yet.”
She says she’s found the training to be
challenging.
“Online sessions feel longer than if you
were sitting in-person in a room. However, the
team I work in generally worked remotely preCovid, so I’ve been comfortable adapting to the
virtual meeting world. I appreciate how much
the local team has made me feel like part of
the team despite not going to the office. The
biggest lesson I’ve learnt and would perhaps
share with others in need is to reach out when
you’re feeling alone.”
The students began the programme near
the end of January, ahead of the lockdown,
and so did receive some in-person training.
They were also supplied with laptops, VPN
access, and broadband internet for home
work. The programme also includes regular
check-ins with their mentors and teams.
“These students literally form part of
the sales, consulting, services and support
functions – so they attend meetings, present,
and do certifications, along with the various
programme training they have been enrolled
for,” says Patel.
Q3 2020 |
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Brought to you by

A new foundation

The Covid-19 pandemic has had a number of effects on businesses
across the world. Here, a few South African players share their
stories, of the good, the bad and the opportunities.
By Matthew Burbidge

t’s been a challenging quarter,
and The Margin convened a
roundtable drawn from the
tech supply chain to see how
companies have fared, and
how they’re planning for the future. We asked
them what opportunities the pandemic has
presented, and how they’ve taken advantage of
them. Gartner says firms have had to respond,
recover and then restart their businesses
along more durable lines.
What opportunities have you seen
emerging? Sylvia Bopape, CIO, Babcock,
says Gartner speaks of firms finding a
‘techquilibrium’ (which it says is the optimal
mix of traditional and digital capabilities
and assets), and at least at her company, IT

I

is now seen as more important than ever
before.
“We’re not wasting this disaster,” she adds.
Has Webber Wentzel had to put its digital
transformation plans on hold? Warren Hero,
the law firm’s CIO and CDO, says he’s
found himself speaking to the organisation
about how its vision and purpose need to
change, and how this will be supported using
technology with the aim of making clientfacing processes ‘frictionless’.
It’s also aiming to improve its ‘client
intimacy’ by better understanding its data.
He says lawyers have always worked by the
‘billable hour’, but now, because of some of
the automation efficiencies it is generating, it
can move to a more value-based, outcomesbased approach with its clients.

ALEX RUSSELL,

MD, EOH technology
solutions
MAGDALENA
B R I T Z , Product

Manager, Dell

S Y L V I A B O PA P E ,

CIO, Babcock
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“We’re doing that by building new
capabilities, so there’s a focus around our
cloud migration.”
He says Webber Wentzel is not assuming
that the changes it’s instituting will persist
once there’s a vaccine, but it is making sure
that new digital capabilities are embedded
into the business. He says the company is
also having a ‘rethink’ around its physical
premises, as well as its cost to the company.
Subash Sharma, head of mobile at Absa,
says in the financial services sector, there’s
been an increase in e-commerce.
“On the one hand, it’s an opportunity, but
it requires a shift in our thinking. The rise of
e-commerce – in which ‘card not present’
transactions are increasing – can also
sometimes give rise to fraudulent behaviour.”

He says Absa has seen an increase in a
number of fraud vectors, which has meant
employing technologies such as big data and
learning algorithms.
On working from home, he says it’s
important to remember that ‘people need
some kind of social interaction’.
“Initially, we saw a lot of psychological stress
when people started to deal with the reality,
and over time, we’ve started to see the need for
social interaction not only from our customer
base, but also among our colleagues.”
While he’s seeing increased use of in-app
chat platforms, ‘sometimes our customers just
want to phone somebody’.
He says most of the staff is still working
from home, but there are some who need
to be in the office, such as those in the call
centres. To implement social distancing
requirements in these offices has required
some ‘ingenious thinking’, he says, and staff
have been distributed to different buildings.

CRAIG BRUNSDEN,

MD, Axiz

End-to-end value chain

I A N J A N S E N VA N
R E N S B U R G , VMware

Sub-Saharan Africa

What is he seeing for the rest of the year
and 2021?
He says the demand for technology has
increased, driven by remote work, and he
believes the tech industry is in a relatively
good position compared to other sectors.
“Having said that, it’s going to be a very
tough economic journey for the next 18

months,” he says, which is borne out by
almost any report one reads.
“I do think there’s an underlying
desperation from everybody to get back to
work. There’s a will to want to work and
get the economy moving, and perhaps that’s
something this crisis has introduced that
wasn’t there before.”

»

Are people still buying cars? Charles Sello
Kungwane, the CISO at Motus, says cars
will always be sold and they will always be
serviced. He’s critical of the government,
saying it still doesn’t understand what is
meant by an end-to-end value chain.
“When you’re purchasing a car, you need
the licensing department to be open for cars
to be registered. You need the banking sector
to be open for the transaction to happen.
"Our government and the telecommunications
industry didn’t envisage the spike in terms of
data. We’re still trying to sort out the business
issues, but we forget that if everyone is online,
there is the problem of accessing data.
“We need a CISO or CIO who will educate
the government. How urgent is it for
government to shift its mentality in terms of
business-as-usual? We need to adopt a digital
strategy. We need a CIO who will champion
digital transformation for the whole of the
government.”
With cyber security, he reckons 95% of
government departments are vulnerable.
“It’s worthless if our companies are so
efficient and effective and secure, whereas the
government, which drives and stimulates most
of our goals, is vulnerable.”
Axiz has had a busy few months. The
company’s MD Craig Brunsden says it is in
the ‘response and renewal’ phases and is
still dealing with the upstream effects of the
constrained supply chain.
“The industry is still recovering from that,
and, in retrospect, if we’d taken what we
saw in Asia more seriously, sooner, we could
have been better prepared to offer a better
response. Digitally, some of the customers we
work with, and ourselves, have been surprised
at how well we responded so quickly,” he
says, adding that bandwidth is still a challenge
for many working at home.

"We’ve all got numbers to hit, but the market
has moved, the customer has moved, and the
opportunity has moved.”
Alex Russel, EOH
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He says in the past, many firms had taken
a conservative approach to new projects, ‘but
now we get the sense that people really want
to make things happen’.
Projects such as securing networks and
enabling staff with productivity tools are now
being hastened. “There will be bright spots,
but on the whole, it’s going to be quite a
challenging time ahead.”

Playing catch-up

NOMONDE WHITE,

head of governance
and reporting, Absa,

»

What’s happening at Stefanutti Stocks? Is it
still building anything?
Kevin Wilson, GM, Group IT services, says
his department is busy ‘building stuff’, and it’s
now a ‘chase to get yourself ready to operate
in the new normal.’
“And we’re going to be in this mode for
long enough that it will be the new normal'.
The surprising thing is that in my business, we
went home (to work) with very little pain.
“We’ve been working quite aggressively on
putting the latest and greatest technology into
our network and telephone system and into our
cloud platforms. The only discussion that went
into sending people home is connectivity. If we
had this crisis five years ago, it would have been
a true crisis,” he says, adding that there is some
‘lovely fibre’ being piped into his home office.
He’s also seen some gains.
“It’s costing me half the price it used to,
to run my department, and I’m getting about
twice the productivity.
“The fact that we can operate in this
model – especially as an IT team – more
efficiently than we can out of the building, is
blatantly obvious. I’ve had a work from home
programme running for three years. When
Covid-19 hit, we were pretty much doing one
to two days a week from home already. So
we were prepared for it from a training and
operating point of view. Most of the other
departments were not, and although we had
tons of technology to throw at them, it took
them a while to get their heads around of lot
of these things.”
He believes the old ways of working –
paying people to be present in an office,
instead of focussing on outcomes – is going to
disappear.
“It’s going to become apparent that our
business model, our management style and
everything else are completely archaic. And
the fact that we all commute to work and back
is crazy in the 21st century.”
He says while he’s learned a lot about the
construction industry during the years he’s
spent at Stefanutti Stocks, the same cannot
be said for his exco colleagues educating
themselves about IT.
Yet, in the last two months, they’ve tried to
play catch-up.
He echoes Kungwane, saying the
government will be a stumbling block if it
doesn’t digitally transform.

"If we had this crisis five years ago, it would have
been a true crisis.”
Kevin Wilson, Stefanutti Stocks

“When you look at the complete supply
chain, we found it wasn’t us that struggled. It
was the people surrounding us who were still
stuck in a place where they couldn’t operate
digitally – and because they’re in your supply
chain – you struggle with that process. And
your work dries up because there’s nothing
more you can do.
“I don’t think we’re going back to the way it
was before, ever.”

Remote selling

Ian Jansen van Rensburg, lead technologist
at VMware Sub-Saharan Africa, wants to
talk about how the vendors have fared.
He says doing business is tougher, and that
it’s more difficult to sell to customers ‘if you
don’t show them the whites of your eyes and
you don’t have that physical interaction around
a cup of coffee’.
He says a lot of business is now being done
through WhatsApp, and meetings are now held
on Zoom.
Companies, too, are hungry to innovate.
“We might be in this state of flux with the

pandemic, but it’s not to say companies don’t
want to innovate or drive their technology
forward. We’re in the process of driving some
serious proofs of concept with multicloud
technologies with several players in the
financial sector that want to drive a hybrid
cloud infrastructure on AWS or Azure, or
Google or Oracle, and institute proper hybrid
cloud in these environments. The big financial
and health companies are making use of this
time to drive innovation.”
He says the companies that will be around
in the foreseeable future will be the ones that
used the lockdown to adopt innovation and
drive up their profitability.
Yemurai Shamba, IT director at direct
selling company Neolife, says it’s been
forced to embrace the Fourth Industrial
Revolution. It is mulling a move to Azure, and
is also embracing robotics.
“It’s never going to be the same again. It’s a
new time.”
What’s happening at EOH? Alex Russell,
MD at EOH technology solutions, says he’s
seen a significant amount of ‘productisation’
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"We need a CIO who will champion digital
transformation for the whole of the government.”
Charles Sello Kungwane, Motus

that occurred over the last four or five
months and is being brought to market with
the cooperation of a number of EOH business
units.
“What we’re finding quite challenging is
how to build sustainability in this mode. How
do you build sustainability in revenue streams,
and how do you build sustainability in the
way in which you engage with and sell to
customers? It’s becoming a necessity to really
understand which are the levers we need to
pull, and how we, with our vendors, are going
to have to engage in the market.”
He says there’s been some rationalisation,
and attrition, of staff at the company as some
revenue streams have been either removed or
hampered.
He says a competitive advantage that
existed six months or a year ago is probably
no longer there.

“We’re all in the same boat. We’ve all got
numbers to hit, but the market has moved,
the customer has moved, and the opportunity
has moved. And competitors who weren’t
competitors are now competing.
“We need to think about what value really
means.”
Even though Nomonde White, head
of governance and reporting for Absa’s
engineering services, works in a different
department to her colleague Subash Sharma,
she says it’s one family.
“In this new Covid world, the time of
working in different, siloed business units
is long gone. As we all move towards
capital preservation, I think it’s critical for
us to be driving towards the same strategic
objectives. If there are projects or initiatives
that are more critical in a different area of
the business, then we all swing towards that,

W A R R E N H E R O , CIO,
CDO, Webber Wentzel

because we can’t afford to just be doing ego
projects. We want to make sure we get out of
this pandemic alive.”
She says while working from home has
its advantages, staff members still miss each
other.
“The economic state that our country is
in also has people living with a deep sense
of anxiety, which is something that we need
to acknowledge as leaders. It comes down
to what kind of support mechanisms we’re
providing to our technology colleagues,
because we know that they’ve been working
flat out during this period to make sure they
enable remote working for our organisation.”
White asks all the participants on the call to
start thinking about how they can help enable
entrepreneurship in the country through the
use of technology.
“I implore all of us to think about what kind
of tech startups we should be investing in that
will help to sustain our economy.”
Asked how she’s led her staff and colleagues
and team members through this difficult period,
she replies that the executive team has led with
a ‘deep sense of compassion’.
“It wasn’t about profitability over everything;
it was making sure that everybody was okay.
What kind of support do we provide to our
clients to make sure they’re okay?”
White says clients and staff were offered
the opportunity to put their home or car loan
on hold.
“What that says to me is that there is a
focus on humanity first.”
White says remote working cannot be
applied to the old of ways of working.
Brunsden says Axiz still needs some staff
to be on site to load and offload trucks, and it
has also given people time off. It was fortunate
in that it hadn’t needed to make any staff cuts.
He says he’s been thinking about how the
company could assist small businesses, such
as payment relief and payment holidays.
What opportunities are the participants
seeing ahead?
EOH’s Russell says it’s been working on
accelerating the digitisation of its customerfacing interfaces for self-service, ordering
and procurement. It is also looking into the
horizontal integration of partners such as Dell
and Axiz.
Jansen van Rensburg says he believes
modern business will run on modern
applications. He adds that VMware will be
focussing on how enterprises run, build,
manage, connect and protect applications, for
the foreseeable future.

www.youtube.com/watch?v=qoy3dbtghzm
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Race to
the future
With AI adoption on the
upswing, there is plenty of
opportunity for the channel.

C

Big data and cloud catalyse AI
explosion

Two related factors are catalysing the AI
explosion – big data and the processing
power required to make sense of enormous
datasets. Data sources such as social media,
60
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IoT, and open data from public databases
means that organisations have access to
massive volumes of real-time data. Increases
in computing power mean that the raw CPU
muscle to process this data is affordable
and accessible. Hyperscalers have made
it affordable for enterprises to access
datacentre services on demand, without the
need to run their own supercomputers.
AI tools are already delivering benefits in
production environments:
• Image recognition and optical character
recognition enable companies to accurately
capture data from paper records, enabling
digitisation and automation of paper-based
processes.
• Voice recognition and natural language
processing enable organisations to deploy
chatbots to help customers with a range of
queries.
• AI models can be used to predict technical
failures of datacentre, factory or plant
equipment, enabling companies to improve

»

ompanies not yet exploring
the benefits of AI risk falling
behind their competitors as
the technology races towards
maturity and as the business
performance gap starts to widen between the
leaders and laggards. The good news is that
most companies can start experimenting with
AI without taking on large costs or risks.
Every company needs to evaluate how AI
will transform its industry and how it can use
the technology to its advantage. It’s not yet an
essential tool for running a competitive and
successful business, but it is on the cusp of
bringing disruption to multiple industries. The
leaders are embedding it deeper into their
businesses and using it for more applications
and processes. This will put them in a strong
competitive position as AI becomes mainstream.
Research from Gartner shows that 37%
of organisations have implemented AI in
some form, and the number of enterprises
implementing AI has tripled in the past year.
Companies don't need to invest in
developing their own AI models from scratch.
They can use solutions from AWS, Google
Cloud Platform and Microsoft Azure to develop
AI models that are relevant to their business.
These tools are affordable and accessible.
Vendors are also increasingly integrating
AI into ERP and CRM solutions to reduce
operating costs, crunch data sets, and
automate processes.

“The channel has an
invaluable role to play
in helping customers
master AI, as skills are
in short supply.”

uptime and reduce maintenance costs.
• With AI forecasting and demand-planning,
enterprises can optimise the use of
resources such as stock, machinery,
agricultural land, fertilisers, and energy.

Advantages of AI

AI can deliver significant benefits to
companies that choose to adopt it. For
example, it can help companies improve
operational and strategic decision-making.
The technology can also enable companies to
offer fast customer service without running a
large call centre. People can be empowered
to do meaningful work while AI takes care of
routine queries.
The channel has an invaluable role to play
in helping customers to master AI, as skills
are in short supply. While AI software tools
are more accessible, success demands a
deep understanding of the business problem
to be solved, a rich data set that can be
analysed, and human skills such as data
scientists and software engineers.
IT resellers should decide where they
want to play in AI and how they will
support customers in their journey with this
technology. Companies are not only seeking
skills to supplement their in-house capabilities,
they also need help understanding which AI
solutions fit their needs the best, where the
quick wins are, and where the potential lies for
long-term transformation.
Within a decade, AI will be ubiquitous. Each
business should be thinking about how it
prepares for this world. Those that don’t will
find themselves at a disadvantage.

Tap into The Margin
If you love The Margin but prefer to view content online, then we’ve got
some great news for you!!
The Margin’s website has been refurbished and upgraded. To get your fill of the information you need about key developments in the channel visit themargin.co.za.
With new and web-exclusive content regularly added, make sure you subscribe to our
newsletter service to stay in touch with what’s happening in your industry.

www.themargin.co.za

Technology and business for the channel… now online.

